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Gridlock On The Waterfront. 
 

Source:The News Magazine 
28th July 2016 

 
Karachi is blessed with two major Ports, Karachi Port 

and Port Qasim, that are operating at full capacity. A 
modern port is designed to cater to the demands of the 
economy, whether more imports are entering the country 
or whether goods and commodities are destined for 
exports. It is imperative that a strategic framework be in 
place to regularly upgrade and improve the infrastructure, 
eliminate unnecessary bottlenecks, ensure productivity and 
efficiency of dockworkers, stevedores, and the port 
management and operational staff, and to make the ports 
user-friendly in real time. 

The Karachi Port is the lifeline of Pakistan's economy. 
This is the first entry for imports and this is where 
Pakistan's exports are shipped around the world. It is 
important that all essential steps are undertaken so that the 
port users are not handicapped with exorbitant and ad hoc 
dues and charges. The present Chairman of KPT, Vice 
Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed, has often stressed the need for 
creating an enabling environment and introducing a 
corporate and efficient culture at the port. However, 
decisions must be taken to rationalize the tariff and dues 
structure. A review is presented alongwith some viable 
suggestions.

 The first issue that crops up is that the Karachi Port 
tariffs for ships are very high and frequent changes are 
made without any information to port users. Due to high 
port tariffs and excessive light dues, KPT earns huge 
surpluses and then the trustees become generous in 
advancing huge money to build flyovers, underpass in the 
city, water fountains, and donating large amounts here and 

 

 

there. Port dues are dollar-based and for every increase in 
dollar value, KPT earns a bonanza. These resources are 
then used to finance projects that are not port based. 
Ministry of Ports and Shipping must issue explicit orders 
that port cash surplus cannot be used for non-KPT projects 
and events.Light dues, which are based on Net Registered 
Tonnage (NRT) of the vessel, were Rs0.50 per NRT, but 
some five years ago, these were raised to Rs3 per NRT and 
again in 2012/2013 increased to Rs7 per NRT. These 
excessive dues are levied to maintain the Lighthouse. An 
example is that a ship carrying coal with 27,000 NRT is 
billed $1,948, adding Rs5 per metric tonne (PMT) of cargo. 
However, no proper accounting of the maintenance cost is 
provided to users. No one is consulted and no one knows 
where the money is spent. This has resulted in port dues 
and light dues for the vessel propping up to $1/1.50 PMT 
whereas, in actuality, port dues should be lower.

 
All this is 

eventually paid by users, while the business community 
gets to know later that freight costs are increasing for their 
imports and exports.   They are thus paying excessive 
container Terminal Handling Charges (THC) since port 
dues ensue into increased freight charges. Nobody in any 
trade organizations nor even the Private Sector Trustees on 
the KPT Board monitor light dues and port dues and nor do 
they attempt to get these reduced. Resultantly, these are 
costing billions in supplementary cost to trade. In  fact, port 
charges should be bifurcated into local -  those incurring 
port costs like salaries of KPT, maintenance and repairs, 
etc.  and foreign -  where foreign exchange is involved. This 
would save billions in cost of handling rapeseed, canola, 
wheat, coal, etc.  for exporters, importers, and even the 
government. The  container terminals have been given carte 
blanche to charge whatever they want in blatant violation 
of the contractual agreement. A vivid example is at Port 
Qasim where a Terminal operator, that quoted Rs390 PMT 
for the first ten years in the initial tender, is now 
unilaterally charging Rs469 PMT and up to  $14 PMT. 
These container terminals are minting record profits and, 
no wonder, foreigners grabbed the PICT shares at 
abnormal prices since the profits are phenomenal. Shares 
of container terminals are akin to the money made by LNG 
and fertilizer companies, profits at tremendous cost to 
businessmen and farmers. In

 
the same manner, shipment 

of edible oil and crude oil is subject to higher than market 
rates because PNSC has been given the mandate of higher 
rates thus adding millions to the prices that the nation pays 
out for crude oil and petroleum. Private tanker owners 
worldwide are offering cheaper transportation freight rates 
on long-term based index but due to PNSC, oil cost rises. 
The modus operandi adopted by PNSC is that it is given 
first refusal rights on the tender for transportation. Instead 
of operating its own vessels, PNSC charters vessels from 
the open market at lower rates and skims the differential as 
its profit. Moreover, the PNSC dry bulk fleet was procured 
at higher rates and the operating losses of dry bulk carriers 
are enormous but these are camouflaged in the huge profits 
made from tankers.

 KPT resources must be invested to upgrade the berths, 
introduce modern equipment, plant mangroves, clean up 
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the polluted water and port area, and building high ceiling 
edifice at Groyne Yard so that environmental issues 
emanating from coal stored at the Groyne Yard are 
seriously addressed and eliminated. It is reiterated that a 
total ban be placed on utilizing KPT money for fountains, 
underpasses and flyovers in Karachi. Another

 
area where 

costs are negatively affected and is a very serious concern is 
the stranglehold that the truckers have on movement of 
goods from the port. They do not accept or agree to long-
term commitments and hence arbitrarily jack up the per 
ton rates at will. They often resort to strikes with the result 
that port users suffer huge demurrage charges, stoppage of 
export shipments, shortage of essential items and 
commodities, and negative image of the port and country. 
Nowhere in the world, except Pakistan, is essential cargo 
blocked or movement hampered. The government must 
monitor this situation regularly and take immediate steps 
to control this menace.

 

KPT can reduce and control its
 

maintenance expenses if 
there is strict monitoring and accountability on the 
utilization of tugs, pilot boats, dredgers, and other 
equipment. Furthermore, a functional and pragmatic 
system must be in force to monitor lethargic and 
bureaucratic attitude of many personnel, especially 
officers, who are always in one meeting or the other. This 
slows down port work and creates avenues of corruption 
and other ills of society. Thus, it is crucial that the majority 
of the Board of Trustees should be nominated by port users 
rather than asking for nominations from trade associations 
or appointing irrelevant persons, whether on political basis 
or due to their high profile. KPT is the pride of Pakistan 
and it will always have the critical mass, even after Gwadar, 
Port Qasim and the futuristic Keti Bunder. 

 
Pakistan Navy Holds Biennial War Games 

 
Source:Dawn 
26th

 July 2016 
 

KARACHI: Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee 
General Rashad Mahmood said on Monday that with the 
operationalization of China Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) and Gwadar Port the responsibilities of Pakistan 
Navy would increase manifold.

 
Speaking at the opening 

session of the Pakistan Navy’s biennial war games, 
Shamsheer-i-Bahr VI on Monday, he said he expected 
exercises to meet such challenges would be included in the 
conduct of the war games. Underlining

 
the significance of 

war games in the military planning process, Gen Rashad 
said currently the world was volatile, uncertain, complex 
and ambiguous so regular conducting of war games to 
evolve new concepts and doctrines was important. He 
lauded the realistic threat appraisal, exhaustive planning 
process and objective analysis presented by the force 
commanders. Earlier, deputy chief of naval staff 
(operations) Vice Admiral Zafar Abbasi presented an 
overview of the war game outlining objectives set forth, and 
concepts to be tried. He highlighted the importance of 
ensuing impregnable seaward defence and the vital role of 
Pakistan Navy in the face of emerging challenges. He

 

said 
that being a tri-service event with representation from 
relevant ministries, Shamsheer-i-Bahr VI was a biennial 
exercise to try out various concepts which are then 

validated in subsequent navy-wide field exercises before 
being incorporated into naval strategy. Chief

 

of Naval Staff 
Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah was also present.

 
 

Port Qasim Sees Active Shipping Activity

 
 

Source:Business Recorder

 

25th

 
July 2016

 
 

KARACHI:
 
Shipping activity remained active at the Port 

where three ships MSC Roma, IVY Glaxy
 

and Bunga 
Angaliaca carrying

 
Containers, Chemicals and Palm oil 

were arranged berthing at Qasim International Container 
Terminal three more ship An ke, MarI vg land and Viola 
with containers and Diesel oil also got anchored at outer 
anchorage of Port Qasim. Berth

 
occupancy was observed at 

the Port at 67% on Sunday where a total of ten berths were 
engaged by ships namely C,V MSC Roma, C.V Safmarine 
Ngami, C.V MSC Glaxy and Bunga Angalica to load/offload 
Containers, Cement Canola seeds, Coal, Chemicals, Palm 
oil and Furnace oil respectively during last 24 hours. Cargo

 

throughput during last 24 hour stood at 130,373 tonnes, 
comprising 106,699 tonnes import cargo and 23,674 
tonnes export cargo inclusive of containerized cargo carried 
in 3,611 Containers (TEUs) (1,246 imports TUEs & 2,365 
TUEs exports) was handled at the port. Four  ships C.V 
MSC Valnacia, C.V Safmarine Ngami, M.V Yangze-6 and 
M.T Impros sailed out to sea on Monday morning while 
another ship M.V Angelic Glory is expected to sail on same 
day afternoon. Six  ships C.V MSC Bilbao, C.V An Ke, C.V 
Al-Rawadah, M.T Okyroe, M.V Glarus and M.V Viola 
carrying Containers, Furnace oil, Fertilizer and Coal are 
expected to take berths at Container Terminal, FOTCO 
Terminal, Grain & Fertilizer Terminal and Multipurpose 
Terminal respectively on Monday,25th July-2016.  
 
CPEC’s $35 Bln Energy Projects  
 
Source:The News  
28th

 July 2016  
 
KARACHI:  A staggering $11.3 billion out of the total 
allocation of $35 billion for the energy projects under the 
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is kept aside for 
Sindh, a minister said on Wednesday.

 
Ahsan Iqbal, 

minister for planning, development and reforms, talking to 
the members of the Pakistan Stock Exchange, said the 
prosperity of Sindh means the Pakistan’s prosperity. He

 said the country will become self-sufficient in electricity by 
2018 with the addition of 10,000 megawatts and another 
15,000MW by 2023-25.Minister Iqbal said the country will 
be producing electricity from its own coal by 2019, which 
has the potential of generating 5,000MW power for the 
next 400 years. It will initially produce 2,000MW of power. 
Port Qasim, Sahiwal and Hubco will be producing 
1,320MW each by 2017.Jamshoro will produce 1,320MW 
on coal in a project funded by the Asian Development 
Bank, while 3,600MW will be produced on liquefied 
natural gas by 2017. Nuclear power plants will produce 
2,200MW in next five to six years.

 Iqbal said two major hydropower projects, Diamer 
Bhasha dam and Dassu dam, will produce 4,500MW 
electricity each, while Bhasha dam will have a water storage 
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capacity of five million acre feet. “Rs100 billion have been 
spent and land acquisition for Bhasha has been 
completed,” he added. He

 

said work is also in progress on 
renewable energy and the projects of 500MW wind and 
1,000MW solar energy generation are in the progress. 
Three billion dollars are being spent on power distribution. 
“At

 
least next three governments will handle CPEC, which 

will continue till 2030. The projects are not government-
led. They are state-owned projects,” he said. The

 
minister 

said the re-inclusion of stock market in the Morgan Stanley 
Capital International’s emerging markets index showed 
that the world was showing confidence on the local market.

 

The government planned to get the country included in 
the list of top 25 economies of the world by 2025.The 
government achieved the GDP growth rate of 4.7 percent 
during the last fiscal year, highest within the last five years. 
It targeted 5.5 percent and six percent in the next two 
years. Forex reserves increased to $23 billion from $10 
billion in the last three days. Stock market reached around 
40,000 points from 18,000 points three years ago.

 
“These 

signs show that country’s economy is improving,” the 
minister said. On Gwadar port city, he said the government 
planned to make it a modern city. A Chinese firm is 
assisting the government. In the next 10 years, the 
government is planning to produce 10,000 PhDs with the 
support of US-Pak Knowledge Centre.  In order to increase 
industrial research, the government has earmarked one 
billion rupees. With the collaboration of the provinces, the 
government is establishing National Curriculum Council 
for creative and innovative curriculum development. 

 
Gwadar Port Ops With New Firm To Start By 
Dec 

 
Source:The Nation 
29th July 2016 

 
ISLAMABAD: Gwadar deep sea port is set for 
commencement of operations with new Chinese port 
operator China Overseas Ports Holding Company in 
December this year, sources said yesterday. Pakistan has 
granted 40-year concession to the Chinese company which 
is currently working implementing expansion and 
development plan creating cargo handling capacity up to

 
300 million tons a year. The

 
previous concession holder 

M/s Port of Singapore Authority International had set up a 
Multipurpose Terminal at the port that could handle a total 
of 6.329 million tons of urea and wheat since December 
2008.According to the sources in Gwadar Development 
Authority (GPA), the existing Multipurpose Terminal has 
not even been utilized to its full capacity. On

 
the other 

hand, the new operator M/s China Overseas Ports Holding 
Company has commenced container service on short scale 
loaded with sea food from Gwadar Port. The

 
sources said 

that work various projects including provision of electric 
power and fresh water, hinterland connectivity as well as 
Free Zone of the port is going on in day and night.

 Although the port is ready to receive ships, its optimum 
operations would start once hinterland connectivity is 
completed, businesses are started in Gwadar, Port Free 
Zone and required infrastructures are in place. The

 

port at 
present is operational with 602 metres quay length 
Multipurpose Terminal accommodating three ships at a 

time each of 50,000 tons deadweight capacity, one RORO 
facility and one service berth of 100 metre length for 
marine crafts for maintenance and refuelling. East 
revetment of approximately 1000 metres is ready in all 
respect for extension of present quay. The

 
total length of 

quay wall along the east revetment will be 4.7 km 
accommodating 22 ships of 200 meters each in the next 
phase of port expansion.

 

More quays will be developed along the western and 
north western shore a total length of 17 km accommodating 
51 ships of 300 meters length. The

 
phase of development 

will have special focus on construction of Container 
Terminals in order to capitalize on the container trade. The

 

Gwadar port, the sources said, will also cater for the needs 
of transhipment as it will largely serve the landlocked 
Afghanistan and central Asia, Pakistan and China.

 
 

Gwadar Has Potential To Become One Of 
World’s Largest Ports

 
 

Source:Business Recorder
 

22nd  
July 2016

  
 

ISLAMABAD:  Gwadar Port after further expansion and 
development as per its Port Master Plan, has potential to 
become one of the largest ports in the world and may 
increase its cargo handling capacity up to  300 million 
tonnes annually. An  official source told APP that the 
existing Multipurpose Terminal of Gwadar Port is not 
being utilized up to  its capacity. He  said initially 
Concession Agreement was signed with M/s Port of 
Singapore Authority International. During December, 
2008, ECC decided to import all bulk wheat, urea and coal 
from Gwadar, From December, 2008  till date a total of 
6.329 million tons of urea, wheat has been imported 
through Gwadar Port. The  present port operator M/s China 
Overseas Ports Holding Company has commenced 
container service on short scale loaded with sea food from 
Gwadar Port, he said. He said work on Free Zone of the 
port, which will gear-up life into full port 
operationalization was going on. He  said that there is 
shortage of electric power, fresh water supply and 
hinterland connectivity which is hampering full port 
operationalization. He said technically speaking Gwadar 
Port with its infrastructure is operational and ready to 
receive ship calls. However, commercially speaking, he said 
the port shall attain optimum operations once hinterland

 connectivity is completed, businesses are started in 
Gwadar, Port Free Zone and required infrastructures are in 
place.

 He said that Gwadar Port has a master plan for 50 years 
for its expansion and construction and at present it is 
operational with 602 metres quay length Multipurpose 
Terminal accommodating three ships at a time each of 
50,000 tones deadweight capacity, one RORO facility and 
one service berth of 100 metre length for marine crafts for 
maintenance and refuelling. East revetment of 
approximately 1000 metres is ready in all respect for 
extension of present quay. The

 
total length of quay wall 

along the east revetment will be 4.7 Km accommodating 22 
ships of 200 meters each in the next phase port expansion:

 He said another phase of development of quays will be 
along the western and north western shore a total length of 
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17 Km accommodating 51 ships of 300 meters length. This 
port area is allocated for construction of Container 
Terminal.

 
 

CPEC, Gwadar Port To Bring Prosperity: 
President

 
 

Source:Daily Times
 

26th

 
July 2016

 
 

ISLAMABAD:
 

President Mamnoon Hussain
 

said on 
Tuesday that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) and development of Gwadar Port would lead to 
progress and prosperity in Pakistan, particularly in 
Balochistan province. He

 
said that the government was 

according the highest priority to carry out development in 
Balochistan for the people's welfare and to bring it at par 
with the other provinces. He was talking to Balochistan 
Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai, who called on him 
here at the Aiwan-e-Sadr (President House).The governor 
briefed the president about the overall situation in the 
Balochistan and the efforts for restoring law and order in 
the province, said a press release. The president expressed 
satisfaction over the improved security situation in 
Balochistan, saying that the government was undertaking 
steps for peace and stability in the region. He said that the 
completion of development projects together with the 
CPEC would generate robust business activities and create 
enormous employment opportunities for the people of 
Balochistan and raise their living standard. He also 
expressed satisfaction at the pace of development work in 
Balochistan. 

 
Gwadar Port To Become Fully Operational By 
2030, NA Committee Told 

 
Source:Dawn 
20th

 July 2016 
 

ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly’s Standing 
Committee on Planning, Development and Reforms was 
informed here on Tuesday that the Gwadar port would 
become fully operational by 2030.The committee which 
met under the chairmanship of Abdul Majeed Khan 
Khanan Khail discussed the China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor (CPEC) and Public Sector Development 
Programme (PSDP) projects initiated for the development 
of Gwadar. The

 
operational control of the port has been 

handed over to China for 40 years. After becoming fully 
operational it would create more than one million jobs. The

 committee was informed that the decision to give the 
Gwadar port to China was taken during the tenure of 
former president retired Gen Pervez Musharraf in 
2007.Talking to Dawn after the meeting, member of the 
committee Sheikh Salahuddin said that according to the 
committee’s calculation the Gwadar port had been under 
the control of China for over 12 years and development 
work at the port was started soon after its control was 
handed over to China. He

 
said issues like power supply to 

Gwadar, water facility, Gwadar Airport, roads 
infrastructure, housing schemes and railway system in 
Gwadar were also discussed at the meeting.The MNA said 
the committee was informed that the government had 

allocated funds for different development projects under 
the PSDP 2016-17.The meeting was informed that non 
provision of electricity to the Gwadar port was hitting the 
$46 billion CPEC project. The

 

meeting observed that Water 
and Power Development Authority (Wapda) and the 
Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) were not doing well to meet 
development task of Gwadar. The

 
Ministry of Water & 

Power has claimed that an agreement has been signed with 
an Iranian company to provide an additional 100MW of 
electricity to Gwadar by the end of 2017. Furthermore, a 
new site has been allotted and payment has been made to 
the deputy commissioner of Gwadar for the construction of 
the 132KV (AIS) grid station at the deep sea Gwadar Port 
and an associated 132KV D/C transmission line.

 

However, officials of the GPA were of the view that the 
Gwadar port would not receive even a single electricity unit 
from whatever electricity would be obtained from Iran. The

 

Gwadar international airport is reportedly being 
constructed at a cost of $260 million, which was a full 
grant from the Chinese government. The airport would be 
capable of handling the largest of passenger planes, 
including A380 Boeing Jet. The  GPA officials said that the 
water problem of Gwadar was being solved with the 
construction of Sawad dam from where water would be 
provided to Gwadar through an 83km-long pipeline. The  

issue of housing schemes in Gwadar was thoroughly 
discussed at the meeting and the committee recommended 
that the government of Balochistan should not issue the 
NoC (no objection certificate) to housing schemes. The  
additional secretary of planning, development and reforms 
informed the committee that the Pakistan Institute of 
Development Economics (PIDE) Amendment Bill, 2010, 
would be vetted and finalised within 20 days by the 
Ministry of Law & Justice.  

 
43 Fishing Trawlers Go Missing  
 
Source:Daily Times  
30th

 July 2016  
 
KARACHI:  As many as 43 fish catchers, who went to open 
sea to catch fish despite ban on fishing, have not returned 
yet to the harbour, posing a serious threat to the fish 
industry, it is learnt. The Maritime Security Agency (MSA), 
while pointing out the missing of

 
43 fishermen, has 

recommended that the fishing licenses of these violators 
should be cancelled and punitive actions should be 
launched against them, sources told Daily Times. The 
Sindh Fisheries Department used to impose ban on all 
kinds of fishing in sea

 
for a period of two month like June 

and July to encourage the production of fish species, as all 
the fishing boats and fishermen returned to their harbours 
before May 31.

 However, in this case, the fishing trawlers owned by 
influential fishermen did not bother to return and they are 
yet in sea, catching and selling fish at Gwadar

 
area, sources 

said. In
 

this regard, Maritime Security Agency 
Commanding Officer Lt Cdr Wajid Nawaz forwarded a 
letter to Karachi Fish Harbour Authority managing director 
informing

 

about the violation of banned season by fishing 
trawlers. "With regard to reference B, fishing trawlers were 
to return from sea on May 31, 2016 due to expiry of port 
clearance. However, scrutiny of record shows violation by 
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few trawlers (PC)," said a letter exclusively available with 
Daily Times. "In view of aforesaid, it is recommended that 
punitive action like cancellation of fishing permits of 
violators which may be taken under intimation to this 
office", the letter added.

  
 

Chinese Comopany
 

Shows Interest To Invest 
In Fisheries Industry In Sindh

 
 

Source:Business Recorder
 

21st
 

July 2016
  

 

KARACHI:
 

Internationally renowned Chinese company, 
Shandong Huiyang

 
Group has shown keen interest to 

invest in Fisheries and different sectors of Sea food 
industry in Sindh. A

 
delegation of the Company called on 

Chairperson, Sindh Board of Investment (SBI), Naheed 
Memon, said a statement on Thursday. The

 
delegation was 

informed that there are vast investment opportunities in 
fish farming, shrimp farming, processing and other related 
sectors at the coastal belt of Sindh. The

 
members of the 

delegation told the Chairperson SBI that they have 
gathered the necessary details regarding investments 
opportunities in fisheries and progress is expected soon. 

Naheed Memon was told that the company wants to invest 
in Sindh and only one unit of the company will help create 
job for 4000 to 5000 local persons. It was told that Chinese 
companies are interested to invest in Pakistan, in view of 
the Pakistan China Economic Corridor projects between 
Pakistan and China. Director General, SBI, Tanveer 
Qureshi briefed the delegation regarding Sindh Special 
Economic Zones and other investment opportunities. 
Director Admin, SBI, Ibrar Ahmed Sheikh and Chief 
Executive Officer, Sindh Enterprises Development Fund, 
Mehboob-ul-haq also briefed the delegation about 
economy of Sindh in details. 

 
Joint Committee Coordinates Execution Of 
CPEC Projects 

 
Source:The News 
20th

 
July 2016

 
 

ISLAMABAD:
 

Minister for Planning Development and 
Reforms Ahsan Iqbal has said that there was no need for 
establishing any authority to oversee projects being 
completed under the China-Pakistan Economic 
(Corridor).A joint coordination committee, comprising 
representatives of all stakeholders, holds its fortnightly 
meetings to establish coordination for executing the $46 
billion CPEC projects, he said in a statement on Tuesday.

 Iqbal said the work on CPEC projects was being carried out 
smoothly and ruled out establishing any overlapping 
institution.

  
The minister said that the Planning 

Commission had been playing the role of a facilitator in 
CPEC projects, as the concerned ministries and 
departments were responsible to execute the projects. The

 CPEC was a gift for the nation, which would change the 
country’s fate, he said, adding that work on the projects 
under the CPEC had been started at full pace. He

 

said out 
of the $46 billion investment under the CPEC, $35 billion 
had been earmarked to overcome the energy shortage. The

 minister informed that work on the 1,320MW power 

project at Port Qasim was progressing rapidly, while 
another 1,320MW power project in Sahiwal would start 
producing electricity by June 2017. Similarly, he said the 
three LNG-based projects with total capacity of 3,600MW 
(1,200MW each) would also start producing electricity by 
May 2017.“Work on 2,000MW K2 and K3 nuclear power 
projects is also underway, and it will be completed by 
2020. While work on mega hydro projects of Dasu and 
Diamir Bhasha Dam has also started,” the minister said.

 

He further informed that by December 2016, Gwadar 
city would be connected by road with Quetta, Khuzdar, 
Ratodero, and Sukkur, while in three to five years Karachi-
Lahore Motorway would also be completed. The

 
current 

government during its three years period earmarked Rs100 
billion for the up gradation

 
of Pakistan Railways, and the 

revival of the PR’s cargo service had reduced the cost of 
transport by 50 percent, he added. The railway track from 
Karachi to Lahore was also being upgraded step by step 
which would help increase the speed by up to 160 
kilometres per hour, the minister said.

 
 

Modi Govt Trusts Gautam Adani With Countering 
China-Pakistan's Gwadar Port Project  
 

Source:The Economic Times  

28th  July 2016  
 

NEW DELHI:  A conglomerate has started building 
India's first transhipment  port, conceived 25 years ago, and 
the government will construct another $4-billion facility 
nearby to create a shipping hub rivalling Chinese facilities 
in the region. The  government will grant billionaire 
Gautam Adani 16 billion rupees ($240 million) so-called 
"viability gap" funding to help the new port at Vizhinjam, 
on India's southern tip, win business from established hubs 
elsewhere in Asia.  Once Vizhinjam, in the state of Kerala, is 
operational the federal government will start building the 
port of Enayam in neighbouring Tamil Nadu, said a senior 
shipping ministry official. Enayam alone will save more 
than $200 million in costs for Indian companies every 
year, he said. India’s  7,500-km (4,700-mile) coastline juts 
into one of the world's main shipping routes and Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi wants to capitalise on that 
proximity by developing ports that can shift freight on to 
huge vessels capable of carrying up to 18,000 20-foot 
containers.

 
By bringing onshore cargo handling now done 

at entrepots in Sri Lanka, Dubai and Singapore, Modi's 
government expects cargo traffic at its ports to jump by 
two-thirds by 2021 as India ramps up exports of goods 
including cars and other machinery.

 
The lack of an Indian 

domestic transhipment
 

port forces inbound and outbound 
containers to take a detour to one of those regional hubs 
before heading to their final destination. New

 
Delhi expects 

the new ports to save Indian companies hundreds of 
millions of dollars in transport costs, as well as ease 
concerns over the growing strategic clout in South Asia of 
rival China, which has invested hundreds of millions of 
dollars in Sri Lankan ports at Colombo and Hambantota. 
Adani wants the Vizhinjam port, which an arm of his Adani 
Group is building at a cost of around $1 billion, to be 
operational in 2018. The port lies hard by the Gulf-to-
Malacca shipping lane that carries almost a third of world 
sea freight.

 

"The port can attract a large share of the 
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container transshipment traffic destined for, or originating 
from, India

 

which is now being diverted primarily through 
Colombo, Singapore and Dubai," said an Adani Group 
executive who declined to be named. 

 
 

Sindh Govt Hasn’t Yet Leased Lands For Port 
Qasim Power Project

 
 

Source:The News
 

20th

 
July 2016

 
 

ISLAMABAD:
 

At a time when Nawaz Sharif government 
is claiming about smooth sailing of all multi-billion dollar 
projects under $46 billion China Pakistan Economic 
Corridor (CPEC), Sindh government has created biggest 
hitches by not leasing lands and provision of water supply 
so far in the way of completion of 1320MW Port Qasim 
power project. “The issue of registration of indenture of 
lease by the government of Sindh is still unresolved,” 
Ministry of Water and Power (MoWP) stated in its latest 
presentation, available with The News, here on Tuesday. 
The Port Qasim Power project of 1320MW, which is 
expected to generate 660MW by June 2017 and remaining 
660MW by April 2018, is being executed by Port Qasim 
Electric Power Co. Ltd comprising of joint venture of 
Sinohydro of China and Al-Mirqab Capital, Qatar.   The 
leasing of land has not so far been done by the Sindh 
government despite repeated attempts, said one top official 
of the Planning Commission while talking to The News 
here on Tuesday. Another stumbling block in the way for 
Port Qasim power project is provision of water supply from 
Karachi Water Board as No Objection Certificate (NOC) 
was required for moving ahead. The NOC is prepared by 
Karachi Water Board high-ups but their bosses are not 
allowing them to issue in favour of concerned party, added 
the official. One major issue, according to the official, was 
resolved as the Karachi Electric Supply Corporation 
(KESC) agreed to provide 4.5 megawatt electricity during 
construction work of the project. 

The Ministry of Water and Power in its update showed 
that civil works on site started. Although, lease indenture 
signed between Port Qasim Authority (PQA) and sponsors 
but the lease was not done so far. The provision of 4.5MW 
power requirements by K-Electric is finalised. The financial 
close of this project achieved and two draw down made in 
Dec 2015 and Feb 2016 while so far 85% RCC Work 
completed and 87% machinery ordered. Related to IRIS 
software issues, it is resolved as FBR has allowed 
submitting multiple applications at the same time. The 
permission is granted for transfer of dredger to M/s. 
SYNOHYDRO HARBOUR Company Limited for 
development of a coal unloading jetty and channel at Port 
Qasim. For 1,320MW Sahiwal Coal Power Plant, which is 
expected to be completed by December 2017, is being 
executed by Shandong Ruyi Group and Huaneng Shandong 
Power Generation Company Limited. This project so far 
completed 67.95% on ground and project completion date 
is December 25, 2017. The executing company has signed 
all agreements under the Letter of Support (LOS). On site 
progress, design completed by 93 percent, procurement 66 
percent and construction 56 percent. Now the executing 
company of the project has injected total $252 million in 
equity and $278 in bridge finance loan into the project. 

“Further $300 million is arranging by the Company as a 
bridge financing for uninterrupted construction process at 
site till November 2016,” the presentation of MoWP stated. 
For 1320MW Engro Thar Coal-fired Power Plant 
(4X330MW), which is being executed by Engro Power Gen 
Thar Ltd. (Engro and CMEC) as generation license issued, 
Sino sure  policy issued, financial close achieved on April 4, 
2016 and construction on this project started. The expected 
completion date of this project

 
is June 2019. However, 

MoWP has already asked the company to squeeze it to 
December 2018 before the coming joint energy wing group 
(JEWG) and share with this Ministry, otherwise, it will be 
at risk of deletion from CPEC. The company has already 
been advised by MoWP to expand the generation to 
4000MW and mine to 22 mtpa by 2021/2022 to make the 
local coal cost effective.  For Sino Sindh Resource Limited 
(SSRL) Power Plant-Thar Coal Block 1 (2X660) as Letter of 
Intent (LOI) issued. The sponsors are now required to 
approach Nepra and Letter of Comfort for cooling water 
supply issued by the Sindh government. The tariff petition 
for this project has been submitted to Nepra for 
determination of tariff.  “The company has been warned by 
MoWP to start construction to achieve completion by 2018 
otherwise, it will be demoted to actively promoted list or 
deleted from CPEC,” the presentation of MoWP further 
states.  
 

3,000 Acre Of Land To Be Provided For 
Gwadar Industrial Zone Expansion  
 
Source:The News  
21st  July  2016  
 
QUETTA: The Balochistan provincial government would 
provide 3,000 acres of land for expansion of Gwadar 
Industrial Zone in order to make it functional, Secretary 
Industries and Trade Noor Muhammad Jogezai said on 
Wednesday. The provincial government was taking 
practical steps to give incentives to investors and 
industrialists to develop industries and enhance its 
activities, he said while chairing a meeting of the Gwadar 
Industrial Estate and Development Authority. Besides 
protection of investment, industries would

 
be allotted land 

on proper price and soft conditions, he added. The 
secretary said the real estate activities should be 
discouraged in the industrial zone adding the plots allotted 
for setting up of industries should not be utilised for any 
other purpose.

 
He said all the hurdles in the way of the 

development of the industrial zone would be removed. 
Jogezai said industrialists should be assured that the 
government was in favour of development of industries and 
revival of sick industrial units. He said possible tax 
exemption would also be ensured for the industries adding 
the development of industrial zone would help ensure 
employment opportunities for thousands of people which 
would prove a milestone for the development of the 
province as well as the Makran belt.

 He also directed to further improve the master plan and 
make the Gwadar industrial zone functional aimed at 
speeding up industrial activities there. It was also decided 
to shift the office of the industrial zone from Karachi to 
Gwadar to enhance industrial activities at the industrial 
zone.
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Tanker Market In June Shows Mixed Trend

 
 

Source:Hellenic

 

Shipping News

 

16th

 

July 2016

 
 

In its latest monthly report, OPEC noted that dirty 
tanker spot freight rates were diverse in June, although 
they mostly reflected negative developments during the 
month before, as the tanker market heads towards the 
summer months. On average, dirty tanker

 
freight rates 

were down by 2% in June from the previous month. This 
was mainly on the back of lower rates registered by VLCC 
class ships, which continued the drop seen in the past few 
months and showed no recovery in June amid falling rates 
on all reported routes. VLCC rates dropped by 12% as the 
market in Middle East and West Africa was weak, affected 
mostly by a lengthy tonnage list. Suexmax spot freight rates 
went up on average by 5% supported by a strengthening 
market in West Africa as vessel availability encountered 
occasional tightness. On the other hand, Aframax freight 
rates were flat from the month before, suffering from 
limited activities and maintenance work at some ports. The 
clean tanker market showed a weak sentiment on both 
directions of Suez as thin tonnage demand prevented rates 
from moving upwards. Clean tanker rates dropped by 4% 
on average from the previous month. 

 
Spot Fixtures 

In June, OPEC spot fixtures increased by 0.18 mb/d, or 
1.5%, compared with the previous month to stand at 11.68 
mb/d. Global chartering activities worldwide showed an 
increase from the month before, mainly as fixtures from 
the Middle East-to-East increased by 9.9% while Middle 
East-to-West fixtures and out of Middle East fixtures were 
down from last month by 4.2% and 6.8%, respectively. 
Generally, global oil spot fixtures were up in June by 0.06 
mb/d to average 16.68 mb/d compared with the previous 
month. 

 
New Coalition Formed To Promote LNG As 
Shipping Fuel

 
 

Source:Bulk Distributor
 19th

 
July

 
2016
 

 Big names including
 

GE, Mitsubishi Corporation and 
Shell have launched a new cross-industry

 
initiative to 

accelerate the use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a 
marine fuel. Other

 
coalition members of SEA\LNG are the 

Port of Rotterdam,
 

Carnival Corporation & plc., DNV GL, 
ENGIE, ENN, GTT, Lloyd’s Register, NYK Line, Qatargas, 
TOTE Inc.

 
and Wärtsilä.

 
Peter Keller, Chairman of 

SEA\LNG and Executive Vice President of TOTE Inc., said: 
“We recognise the need to work closely with key players 
across the value chain, including shipping companies, 
classification societies, ports, major LNG suppliers, 
downstream companies, infrastructure providers and 
OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) to ensure an 
understanding of the environmental and performance 

 

 

benefits of LNG as a marine transport fuel. SEA\LNG aims 
to address market barriers and help transform the use of 
LNG as a marine fuel into a global reality.”

 

Over 90% of global trade moves by sea and this trade is 
expected to increase substantially over the coming years. In

 

terms of tonne miles, shipping is the world’s cleanest form 
of transport, but the volumes moved are so large that 
shipping is a significant contributor to global greenhouse 
gas, sulphur oxides and nitrogen oxides emissions. The

 

emissions reduction requirements that
 

have come into 
force around the world to respond to this challenge are 
increasing demand for LNG as a shipping fuel. LNG offers 
notable

 
environmental advantages over heavy fuel oil, the 

main fuel used in shipping today, significantly reducing 
sulphur oxides and nitrogen oxides

 
and particulate 

emissions, and also contributing to the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions. LNG is therefore able to offer a 
fuel solution compliant with both current and anticipated 
future regulations. However, while LNG is a competitive 
fuel relative to current alternatives, LNG infrastructure is 
needed in ports around the world to enable quick, safe and 
cost effective bunkering. In parallel, there remains a price 
premium for LNG-fuelled vessels which can make 
investment decisions challenging. Furthermore, regulation 
is not yet globally consistent, which constrains incentives 
for investment in the sector. SEA\LNG aims to address and 
help overcome these and other challenges.  

Philip Olivier, CEO of ENGIE Global LNG, commented: 
“Everybody is calling for alternatives to reduce 
environmental impacts. That’s why we have joined forces 
to actively promote LNG as a key fuel in maritime 
transport. LNG has the potential to take a 10% market 
share of global bunker demand by 2030. ENGIE will 
contribute to achieving this target”.  
Tom Strang, Senior Vice President, Maritime Affairs, 
Carnival Corporation & plc., said: “By working together 
proactively across the whole marine LNG value chain we 
can make the transition to a lower emission marine sector a 
reality. We are proud to share this aim and to align 
ourselves with other innovators in this field”.  
Lauran Wetemans, Shell’s General Manager Downstream 
LNG, said: “This new cross-industry initiative is good news. 
To make the transition to LNG as a fuel happen it needs 
close collaboration with key players across the full value 
chain. SEA/LNG aims to promote the benefits and 
potential of LNG fuel, and create a level playing field for 
LNG with other fuels. It will complement the work being 
done by other organisations like the Society for Gas as a 
Marine Fuel.”

 Tjerk-Johan de Vries, Region Manager West Europe & 
Africa at DNV GL, said: “The groundwork has been laid for 
LNG to thrive, but we need a cross-industry approach to 
realize the full potential of LNG fuelled shipping. Having 
been at the forefront of LNG fuelled shipping since its 
beginning, DNV GL is proud to work with innovative 
partners to help LNG take its place as a key fuel for the 
future.”And Leo Karistios, Gas Technology Lead, Lloyd’s 
Register, said: “LNG fuelled shipping has mainly been for 
the visionaries and, until now, concentrated in specialist 
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ship sectors –

 

short sea shipping and ferries, mainly sailing 
between two fixed ports. We want to help drive the 
expansion of LNG as a marine fuel of choice, with not just 
more short sea and local ships burning gas, but also the 
deep sea trades.”

 
 

Dock Labour Reform In Belgium, Norway And 
Spain: Current State Of Play

 
 

Source:Hellenic Shipping News
 

19th
 

July 2016
 

 

There have been several important new steps taken in 
the long story of dock labour reform in the European 
Union. With respect to the infringement procedure which 
the European Commission initiated against Belgium, the 
Minister concerned has worked out a package of reforms in 
consultation with the social partners. The package 
comprises among other things a phased opening of the 
labour market to non-pool labour. Even so a large number 
of other restrictions continue to exist, obliging the 
European Commission to make time for a critical 
evaluation of the results effectively achieved. Moreover the 
Commission will also have to deal with a number of other 
sticking points which various firms have been complaining 
about for some time. The reform plans must also be seen in 
the context of the judgment of the Court of the European 
Free Trade Association about the labour pool in the 
Norwegian port of Drammen (case E-14/15). 

The Court clearly indicated that a classic monopoly pool 
system is irreconcilable with the competition rules, the 
freedom of establishment, and human rights. Just as Eric 
Van Hooydonk previously stated in a study of dock labour 
in the EU, the obligation incumbent on dock workers to 
join a union constitutes a breach of the negative freedom of 
association. A third important development is that at the 
end of April the European Commission decided to refer 
Spain for a second time to the Court of Justice, because 
Spain has failed to respond to the condemnation of its pool 
system in a judgment at the end of 2014 (case C-576/13). 
On 23 June Eric Van Hooydonk summarized the current 
state of affairs at the annual congress of the Spanish 
Maritime Law Association in Madrid.

 
 

Port Of Marseille Fos Almost Ready For Mega 
Cruise Ships

 
 Source:World Maritime News

 19th

 
July 2016

 
 Two main construction projects in the Marseille 

harbour area of French port Marseille Fos
 

are nearing 
completion, following the final stage in works costing 
almost EUR 64 million (USD 70.8 million) that will cater 
for mega cruise ships. Within

 
the construction project, the 

Passe Nord port entrance will be enlarged and the dry-dock
 No. 10 recommissioned.

 
The port authority approved the 

scheme in June 2012 and is contributing almost half the 
EUR 32.7 million cost alongside state and regional funding.

 The works are to enlarge the entrance from 190 to 240 
meters and enhance turning space for the new-generation 
vessels. The

 

dry-dock

 

has been flooded for the first time 
since the work started in January 2014 to enable flotation 

of a new 9,100-ton dock gate and three 4,500-ton caissons 
that will form the remodelled ends of sea walls guarding 
the harbour

 

entrance. 23,000 tonnes of concrete was used 
in the various structures, according to the port authority. 
“Renovation

 
of dry-dock

 
10, third largest in the world after 

Lisbon and Dubai at 465 x 85 metres, was mainly inspired 
by the growing world fleet of mega-cruise ships

 
–

 
65% of 

which operate in the Mediterranean –
 

but will also provide 
a minimal-deviation repair and maintenance option for 
giant container, gas and bulk carriers as well as offshore 
platforms,”

 
the port authority said.

 

Currently 12 metres tall, the caissons are being towed to 
the Passe Nord site one by one in a phase lasting until 
October, when afloat construction taking them to a height 
of 22 metres is due to end. The 15-metre diameter, 30-
metre long units will then be sunk on to platforms 18 
metres below sea level and injected with up to 10,000 
tonnes of concrete, with project completion scheduled by 
the year-end. The

 
EUR 31.1 million recommissioning 

initiative includes overhaul of the pumps and electrical 
network in addition to the new gate, which will be moored 
on site for fitting out and testing when the dock is handed 
over to operator Chantier Naval Marseille (CNM) in 
September, Marseille Fos port authority said. During  this 
period, the original gate which is currently being 
renovated, will be in place. Last  year, the port handled 
more than 170 vessels over 300 meters long and is now 
braced for regular calls from cruise ships exceeding 360 
meters such as the Harmony of the Seas.  
 
Second Hand Vessels’ Prices Pick Up In  Tandem 
With Freight Rates  
 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News   
23rd  July 2016  
 

Prices for second hand vessels, especially for dry bulk 
carriers have started to pick up lately said Allied Ship 
broking. In its latest weekly report, it said that “it has been 
a year full of turmoil and poor market performance in the 
shipping markets, yet  over the past couple of months both 
sentiment and real market direction has shifted and along 
with this so have asset prices of second-hand

 
tonnage”. 

According
 
to George Lazaridis, Head of Market Research & 

Asset Valuations, “during this course we have seen some of 
the lowest levels being reached in the dry bulk market, with 
asset prices touching close to absolute bottom. Yet since 
the shift in the freight market noted in April/May, we were 
put on an upward course in terms of asset prices as a large 
number

 
of buyers with financial backing flocked to take on 

tonnage at these highly competitive levels. As this 
developed we started to see a quick shift in pricing, and 
each deal started to indicate an ever higher price than the 
last”, he said.

 Meanwhile, Lazaridis noted that “during this, close to 
three month period, there has been a close to 13-14% rise in 
prices for 5 year old assets in the Handysize and Supramax 
size range while in the larger Capesize and Panamaxes this 
has been limited to a more moderate 7-8%. Having said 
that however it has been modern 
Panamaxes/Kamsarmaxes that have noted the most 
significant rise in second-hand

 

asset prices since their 
absolute lows during the start of the year, noting a 17% 
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increase since the start of April, with Supramaxes closely 
following on that with a nearly 14% rise. The early and 
more significant increase in prices in the 
Panamax/Kamsarmax size segment is indicative of the 
clear preference buyers have for these vessels. Given the 
state of the market and the more promising indicators for 
routes and commodities primarily suited for the Panamax/ 
Kamsarmax range, this has helped it become the better 
investment option.

 

Allied’s analyst added that “the view is not as clear cut 
as that however. On the one hand if one takes under 
consideration the fact that the average spot freight rate for 
Panamaxes has risen by 205% from its absolute low in 
February, while in 2015 it had only risen by 171% during 
the same period and from its then lowest point, you can see 
a case for optimism. At the same time however its worth 
pointing out that freight rates on the 17th of July 2015 
where at US$ 9,261 per day while asset prices where on a 
softening trend and a 5 year old panamax vessel would be 
seeing levels close to that of US$ 16.5 million, while in 
comparison today we are talking about an average rate of 
US$ 6,987 per day and asset values of only US$ 13.5 
million. So in theory this might well be more balanced out 
then what one would imaging at first sight. The major 
difference to all this is that last year the market was 
improving much faster while it hadn’t reached as dire 
conditions during its low point during the first quarter of 
the year, while sentiment was also in a better state amongst 
buyers. This has all changed, having gone through one of 
the most painful periods (in terms of earnings) in the 
recent years. As such there has also been a major shift in 
the prime reasoning behind the purchase of assets as well”. 
Lazaridis went on to mention that “over recent months, the 
largest majority of buyers are clearly looking at assets 
compared to their given price and not as much in reference 
to the potential earnings they can generate over the next 3-
5 years. The reasoning goes that they have the better 
security of generating a good yield for their investment 
from any potential upswing in asset prices, while they are 
also able to decrease the average investment amount per 
vessel in their fleet making their capital expenditure more 
viable per vessel during this downturn. The risk however is 
still significant and given the fact that you may need to 
support the vessel financially down the line, it might make 
for bigger problems rather than a safety net”, he concluded.

 
 Hanjin Shipping Expected To Win Foreign Debt 

Relief
 

 Source: Hellenic Shipping News
 25th

 
July 2016

 
 Hanjin Shipping Co. is expected to draw rollover in its 

debt facility with foreign lenders such as HSH Nordbank 
AG and Commerzbank AG, according to a government 
official.

 
Hanjin

 
Shipping, South Korea`s largest container 

line, is negotiating with foreign banks to push back 
maturity in loans worth some 500 billion won ($440 
million) by three to four years and instead to pay extra 1.5-
2 percentage points in interest.

 

Hanjin expect to finalize 
talks and bring the results to main creditor Korea 
Development Bank (KDB) as soon as next Wednesday, said 
the unnamed government official said. Some

 

60 percent of 

the shipper’s loans of 2.5 trillion won to run its fleet 
secured with the vessels as collateral are owed to foreign 
institutions. The shipper will gain external debt relief until 
2019, helping it better to normalize business.

 
 

Report: UK Ports Could Benefit From Brexit
 

 

Source: World Maritime News

 

25th

 
July 2016

 
 

The decision to leave the European Union could be 
beneficial for British terminals which

 
would be otherwise 

‘unfairly’ affected by the new regulation because most of 
them are privately funded and do not

 
receive any subsidy 

from local authorities. Mark
 

Whitworth, chief executive of 
Peel Ports, told Reuters that Brexit allowed British port 
operators to have

 
“a level playing field and no interference 

from government.” The
 

EU rules encompass
 

port services 
such as piloting but include port charges and exemptions 
for state aid as well, making it more expensive for British

 

operators and influencing their ability to control 
prices.“Brexit does offer us the opportunity to say goodbye 
to a whole range of inappropriate and costly regulations,”  

James Cooper, chief executive of leading British operator 
Associated British Ports (ABP),  was quoted by Reuters as 
saying.43 ports in Britain out of 319 in total would be 
affected by the EU regulations. Peel  Ports and Associated 
British Ports (ABP) –  both privately owned groups –  intend 
to press on with their investment programs despite the 
country’s exit from the EU.  

Peel Ports has invested more than GBP  300 million 
(USD 393 million) in Liverpool’s deep-water  container 
terminal, which is expected  to be opened in October this 
year.  ABP also plans to make investments worth GBP 1  
billion over the next four to five years.  
 
Vessels Value: Who Are the Best Negotiators In 
Shipping?  
 
Source: World Maritime News  
25th

 July 2016  
 

The regions of Scandinavia, the Mediterranean and 
France-Belgium were the best negotiators in terms of vessel 
buying activity between 1 July 2015 and 30 June 2016, 
according to the first Country Overview Report issued by 
Vessels Value

 
(VV).A ‘good negotiation’ could be assessed 

by comparing the difference between the VV Market Value 
on the day of the sale and the reported sale price. 
Therefore, the best negotiator is the one

 
who paid below 

the fair market rate at the time. The
 

performance of the 
different markets in the future will determine if the 
purchases were

 
really good, according to VV.

 
The chart 

gives an indication of which geographical regions bought 
vessels at a discount. In

 
the tables below, VV has measured 

the difference between the reported purchase price and the 
market value on the day of the sale. A good negotiation 
could be said to be one where the difference is significantly 
below the market value, i.e. –

 
5 percent or lower. The

 
OSV 

sector has been a source of rich pickings for North 
European ship owners looking for bargains. On the bulker 
side, the “savings” are equal to the current market value of 
two, five-year Panamax bulkers (USD 15 million each), the 
report says.
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Looking at individual countries in North Europe, 
Germany was the best negotiator, buying a total of 68 
vessels at a price 4 percent below the VV market value. On

 

the other hand, the United Kingdom was the biggest 
spender but the worst negotiator, paying 11

 
percent over 

the market value for 60 vessels.
 

 

Record Ship Scrapping In 2016, But Oversupply 
Will Persist: Drewry 

 
 

Source: Schednet
 

23rd
 

July 2016
 

 

A Record 150 Container vessels
 

are expected to be 
scrapped this year but it will not be enough for an industry 
battling overcapacity, low demand and falling rates, 
Reuters reported quoting consultancy firm Drewry. 
Demolitions are expected to reach 450,000 TEU in 2016 
and based on an average size of 3,000 TEU for ships which 
are being scrapped, this means that about 150 mainly old 
and medium-sized container ships will be pulled out of the 
market. In 2015, demolitions were less than half of the 
expected 2016 level but it will not be a real relief for the 
struggling container shipping industry. "This will only 
make a dent into the overcapacity built during the 2010-15 
period," Drewry said. The world's largest container 
shipping company, Maersk Line, a unit in conglomerate AP 
Moller-Maersk, said in February it would scrap more 
vessels and therefore begin to use four shipyards along 
India's Alang beaches to handle it Container vessels are 
normally in service, depreciating, over 25 years but some 
owners have pulled ships only 15 years old because freight 
rates have been on loss-making levels. Owners of older 
container vessels can choose between chartering out ships 
at historically low and loss-making levels, or paying for 
idling costs until any market recovery - or simply scrapping 
the vessels, Drewry said.  

 
Cruise Ship forum Headed To Tianjin  

 
Source: China Daily 
26th

 
July 2016

 
 

By Zhang Min and Liu Jing An upcoming cruise ship 
building forum has been hailed by the China Cruise & 
Yacht Industry Association (CCYIA) as a "baby step" in 
filling gaps after 10 years of rapid development in the 
industry. The forum will be held for the first time during 
the 11th China Cruise Shipping Conference & International 
Cruise Expo in September, focusing on the future plan for 
"made in China" cruise ships. The Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology and China State Shipbuilding 
Corporation will join the meeting in Tianjin, which the 
association says shows the government and corporations 
are in an "advancing mode". It is estimated that about 1.112 
million

 
Chinese tourists travelled

 
overseas via cruise ships 

in 2015, which increased 5460.5 per cent compared to 
2006, the year the first cruise ship docked in China. But for 
the past ten years, the cruise ship building industry has 
stagnated. This year, a company in Shanghai locked down a 
contract to build cruise ships with Italy, which means 
China is partnering with a fifth country that can build 
cruise ships after Germany, France, Italy and Finland. 

Zheng Weihang, Vice President of CCYIA, said "Shanghai 
had made the first step in the industry, and as the northern 
port of China, Tianjin could make full of use of its 
advantages and start with cruise maintenance and 
modifications." Zheng also welcomed visitors to check out 
the exhibition showcasing the world's largest private-run 
hospital ship, which was built by Tianjin Xingang 
Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Co, Ltd. for Mercy Ships, 
operated by an American charity during the expo. Tianjin, 
which is hosting the expo for the fourth time, has Asia's 
largest homeport. In 2015, Tianjin embraced 96

 

international cruise ships, an increase of 74.5 per cent 
compared to the same period last year. He Zhineng, Vice 
Director of the Tianjin Tourism Administration, said 
"Tianjin is aiming to build a cruise city out of our homeport 
which includes cruise tourism, cruise logistics, talents 
cultivation and

 
cruise building and maintenance." 

 
 

Bangladesh Steps
 

Closer To Its 1st LNG Import 
Terminal

 
 

Source: World Maritime News
 

26th  July 2016  
 

The signing of the Terminal Use Agreement (TUA) and 
the Implementation Agreement (IA) marks the project start  

and the approval to move to implementation. Located  

offshore near Moheshkhali Island in the Bay of Bengal, the 
terminal is expected to  provide the infrastructure required 
for the country to access natural gas from global markets.  
Moheshkhali Floating LNG, a result of the collaboration 
between Excelerate, Petrobangla, and IFC, a member of 
World Bank, is scheduled  to start operation  in 
2018.Excelerate Energy said it will fully develop, design, 
construct, install, finance, and operate the terminal for 15 
years, after which the company will transfer ownership to 
Petrobangla. The company added that the terminal  “will  be 
the world’s first fully integrated turnkey floating LNG 
terminal.”  The terminal will include the provision  of one of 
Excelerate’s existing floating storage and regasification 
units (FSRU), the installation of a subsea buoy system 
anchored offshore, and the employment of port service 
vessels during operation. The

 
FSRU will have 138,000 

cubic meters of LNG storage capacity and a base 
regasification capacity of 500 million standard cubic feet 
per day, according to Excelerate.

 
 Beijing Cruise Ships Join Battle For South China 
Sea 

 
 Source: The Sunday Times

 27th

 
July 2016

 
 China has urged citizens to take cruises in

 
the South 

China Sea as Beijing defies an international ruling that 
dismissed its territorial claims to a huge tract of the ocean. 
A state-backed cruise line announced last week that Beijing 
was throwing its weight behind ambitious plans to develop 
tourism

 
in the disputed reefs and shoals that stretch deep 

into Southeast Asia. Taking its cue from the nation-alistic 
“China dream” slog-an of President Xi Jinping, Sanya 
International Cruise -announced plans to build a flot-illa of 
up to eight liners to ferry tourists around the area. The first 
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ship, Dream of the South China Sea, was ready to sail, said 
Sanya’s chairman Liu Junli. China’s neighbours have called 
on Beijing to heed the finding by the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration in The Hague that its territorial

 

claim had no 
merit under the laws of the sea. Last week Beijing doubled 
its efforts to establish its presence across the sea. Beijing 
considers the reject-ion of its claim as an invitation to the 
US to strengthen its role as the global policeman of world 
trade. While Beijing had been braced for defeat, it was 
stung by the strong wording of the arbit-ration court’s 
judgment. “China’s defeat was so crushing that it has left 
Beijing few ways to save face,” wrote Mira Rapp-Hooper in 
Foreign Affairs, the foreign policy journal. “Chinese 
officials may feel that the tribunal has backed them into a 
corner? And

 
-respond by lashing out.” 

 
 

New Building Orders Dry Up, As S&P Sales Pick Up
 

 

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
 

27th
 

July 2016
 

 

The prevailing trend set since the start of the year seems 
to be set in stone during most of the summer as well. 
Shipbrokers’ reports have little to …report week in and 
week out. In its latest report, Allied Ship broking admitted 
that there was “not much to report this week as new 
building activity dropped back down as buying interest 
remains limited. Prices are still pushing for further 
corrections, though there has been an indication that we 
may see a slight pause in this regard as well as shipbuilders 
are finding it hard to tackle with their prevailing costs and 
cash flows. As we move closer to the month of August, 
expectations are for a lack of activity to hold as the seasonal 
lull will take hold and keep things even more bearish. At 
the same time, given the rate of decline in the order book 
for all market sectors, shipbuilders are struggling to deal 
with the market conditions that are prevailing and will 
have to find new strategies in order to keep their business 
going. As we move closer towards the end of 2017, this 
pressure will only amplify further given that there are still 
ample slots available for both 2017 and 2018 delivery 
dates”, said the shipbroker. In a separate note, Clarkson 
Platou Hellas also said that it was “another quiet week in 
the New building

 
market with only one order to report. 

Kleven Verft in Norway have announced an order from 
compatriot owner Hurtigruten for two firm plus two 
optional 15,000 GT polar-class Cruise vessels for delivery 
in July 2018 and July 2019 for the firm two units. The 140 
meter vessels will be able to accommodate 600 passengers 
and will be built to Ice Class”, said the shipbroker.

 Meanwhile, in the S&P market things are shaping up to 
be quite different. According to Allied Ship broking, “in the 
dry bulk side, a very active week especially in the Panamax 
size segment with a number of units from the whole age 
spectrum trading hands. Prices however seemed to have 
stalled any further movements this time around as 
sentiment has left for limited upward price movements to 
be seen. Given that the freight market has seemingly 
peaked for now there might even be some slight downward 
corrections to be noted. On the tanker side, with the major 
enbloc deal from Stolt-Nielsen being the exception, activity 
has remained fairly subdued for yet another week. It seems 
as though buyers are still pushing hard for further 

discounts to be noted in terms of prices and given the latest 
trends being seen from the freight market this is not 
without reason”.

 

Finally, in the demolition front, Allied noted that “after 
a period of limited activity and lacking interest, the market 
was shaken back into life with appetite amongst ship 
breakers remerging and owners now looking once again at 
the option of sending their overage units for recycling more 
favourably

 
now. Activity as such was at considerably better 

levels to what it was the week prior and reported prices 
noted a significant spike. Competition amongst breakers 
with available capacity allowed for some considerable 
premiums to be seen on high spec units, while the fact that 
there are still considerably fewer demo candidates out 
there compared to the levels that were being seen in the 
first half of the year, has allowed for the market to make 
some ground in terms of offered prices. Having said that 
however, we are still seeing a slower rate of demand 
compared to what was also seen back then, so we may well 
find it difficult to break well above these price levels during 
August”, the shipbroker concluded.

 
 

Bahri’s Fleet Expansion Bears Fruit  
 

Source:  World Maritime News  

27th  July 2016  
 

National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia (Bahri) has 
seen a surge of 47.2 percent in its net profit for the second 
quarter of 2016, as the company’s net profit stood at SAR 
504.1 million (USD 134.4 million),  against SAR 342.4 
million (USD 91.3 million) seen in the same period a year 
earlier.  Bahri said that the increase in net profit  is  mainly 
attributed to an increase in operating revenues as a result 
of buying and receiving several VLCCs, as well as a rise in 
average Time Charter Equivalent (TCE) rate in crude oil 
transportation spot market during the quarter compared to 
the corresponding quarter of 2015.Furthermore, during the 
first half of the year the company’s net profit increased by 
over 50 percent. Namely, Bahri reported its half year net 
profit at SAR 1.1 billion, against a net profit of SAR 740.8 
million seen in the first half of 2015.Net income for the 
period rose as the company expanded its fleet. It was also 
positively influenced by an increase in average TCE

 
rates.

 
Bahri’s

 
fleet

 
now consists of eighty three vessels, 

including 36 VLCCs, 31 chemical tankers, and
 

ten new 
build

 
orders scheduled for delivery in 2017/18.Last week, 

the company
 

signed
 

an agreement
 

with
 

the Arab Petroleum 
Investments Corporation (APICORP) to launch a

 
USD 1.5 

billion APICORP Bahri Oil Shipping Fund (ABOSF) aimed 
at acquiring fifteen VLCCs.

 
The fund would be realized in 

three phases with the total investments composed of debt 
and equity, according to Bahri.

 
 Gard Alert: Yemen –

 
Port Situation

 
 Source: Gard 

 28th

 

July 2016

 
 Port Situation

 According to information received from Gard’s

 correspondent in Yemen, Gulf Agency Co. (Yemen) Ltd., 
the port situation in Yemen as at 26 July 2016 is as follows:
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Open:

 

Salif, Hodeidah, Aden, Mukalla and Ash Shihr oil 
terminal

 
 

Closed:

 

Mokha, Ras Isa Marine Terminal and Balhaf LNG 
Terminal

 
 

The situation is, however, subject to change and 
Members and clients are advised to warn their vessels’ 
crews and to carry out an assessment of the risks involved 
prior to entering or transiting Yemeni waters. The 
capacities of operating ports may also be limited as

 
some 

ports are reported to have prolonged power cuts, 
unavailability of cranes and may also lack supplies of fuel, 
manpower and other basic services. As vessels calling at 
Yemeni ports still need clearance from the Saudi Arabian-
led coalition prior to entering Yemeni waters, there are 
reports of delays related to inspections for entry 
permissions.

 
 

Entry Conditions
 

Yemen’s Ministry of Transport has announced that, 
after 5 May 2015, shipping companies or owners shipping 
commercial goods or services to ports not under the direct 
control of the Government of Yemen (the ports of Salif, 
Mokha and Hodeidah and associated oil terminals) must 
notify and apply for an entry permit via UNVIM. The 
permit application must be submitted upon departure from 
the port of origin of their cargo and at least five days prior 
to arrival at their port of destination in Yemen. See notice 
from the Yemen Ministry of Transport published 2 May 
2016 for details. 

Vessels calling at Yemeni ports under the control of the 
Government of Yemen (the ports of Aden and Mukalla) still 
need clearance from the Saudi Arabian-led coalition prior 
to entering Yemeni waters, and a copy of the Ministry of 
Transport’s form “Entry permission for commercial and 
relief ships to Yemeni ports” should be completed and sent 
by email to the Operations Unit of the Evacuation and 
Humanitarian Operations at: yemen.transport@gmail.com 
not less than a week before vessel’s entry/arrival. Entry to 
Yemeni territorial waters will be permitted only following 
an inspection by the naval forces of Saudi Arabian-led 
coalition. Once a vessel reaches the outskirts of Bab Al 
Mandab, some 3nm from Yemen’s territorial waters, a 
notice of arrival must be called in by the Master on VHF 
channel 16. The naval forces of the Saudi Arabian-led 
coalition will then advice where the vessel should anchor 
pending completion of the inspection and approval of the 
port entry. Once

 
the vessel is allowed to enter port, the 

Master must register the vessel’s arrival with the port 
authorities (on VHF Channel 14 or 16) and will then be 
assigned an anchoring position until the berthing time is 
confirmed by the Harbour Master.

 
 China Navigation Secures Remote Monitoring For 

Its Fleet
 

 Source: World Maritime News

 28th

 

July 2016

 
 The China Navigation Company (CNCo), a deep sea ship 

owning

 

and operating arm of the Swire group, has inked a 
maintenance and remote monitoring agreement for 35 

vessels with Radio Holland, a Dutch marine satellite and 
radio communications company.

 

CNCo’s new build, 
multipurpose vessels and bulk carriers are already

 

provided with Radio Holland’s NavCom packages, and 
under this contract, the company will provide maintenance 
of this equipment on board the

 
vessels. This

 
agreement 

follows a remote monitoring pilot project, according to
 

Radio Holland.
 

“The maintenance agreement with Radio Holland has 
been designed to dovetail with the end of the warranty 
period for our new buildings,”

 
Martin Cresswell, Fleet 

Director, The China Navigation Co Pte, Ltd,
 

said, adding 
that the deal

 
incorporates remote monitoring, which could

 

reduce service periods and increase operational safety. 
“The

 
vessels are placed under a Managed Service 

Agreement for an unlimited period. These ‘MSAs’ cover all 
service aspects of the vessel’s equipment and include 
remote monitoring and diagnostics,”

 
David Watts, Radio 

Holland Commercial Director Asia,
 

said.
 

 

LNG Market Needs More Vessels Than Currently 
On Order  
 

Source: Drewry  

29th  July 2016  
 

Despite the current weakness in LNG shipping rates, 
Drewry  maintains its bullish long-term outlook for LNG 
shipping and believes that the market will require more 
vessels than listed on the current order book, according to 
the latest edition of the LNG Forecaster report published 
by global shipping consultancy Drewry.  Spot rates for dual 
fuel diesel electric LNG vessels have been hovering around 
$30,000 per day since the second quarter of last year, 
representing a decline of 80% compared to the last market 
peak in 2012. Strong fleet growth coupled with weak cargo 
demand has been the principle cause. The impact of weak 
rates is clearly visible on falling new building  activity as 
only four LNG vessels had been ordered in the first six 
months of the year. By comparison, an average of 44 
vessels per annum were ordered over the prior five-year 
period. Continuingly weak ordering is expected to slow 
fleet growth from 2019, exactly at the time by when almost 
all of the currently under-construction LNG plants will 
come online.

 
Drewry reiterates that the long-term outlook for

 
LNG 

shipping is still strong and the limited new ordering is not 
based on market fundamentals. “The reason for our 
optimism is that almost 125 million tonnes of capacity is 
currently being built and there are plans for more. As a 
majority of the supply from plants under-construction has 
been contracted on long term agreements, it is likely that 
LNG will be traded so requiring more vessels”, said Shresth 
Sharma, Drewry’s lead LNG shipping analyst. “Despite

 
a 

widened Panama Canal, new LNG export capacity due
 

to 
come online by 2020 will require shipowners’

 
to order an 

additional 65 vessels over this period to meet shipping 
demand,” added Sharma.
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ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (16-31 JULY 2016) 

 

Date Import In Tonnes Export In Tonnes Total 

16-JULY-16 136,185 11,846 148,031 

19-JULY-16 121,046 11,412 132,458 

20-JULY-16 171,590 17,318 188,908 

21-JULY-16 162,910 15,558 178,468 

22-JULY-16 229,649 42,140 271,789 

23-JULY-16 134,274 24,425 158,699 

26-JULY-16 126,874 18,714 145,588 

27-JULY-16 117,123 23,103 140,226 

28-JULY-16 136,918 23,794 160,712 

29-JULY-16 116,919 16,384 133,303 

30-JULY-16 101,314 21,558 122,872 

Fortnightly Total 1,554,802 226,252 1,781,054 

 

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16-31 JULY 2016) 
 

Date Import In Tonnes Export In Tonnes Total 

16-JULY-16 88,675 26,980 115,655 

19-JULY-16 63,167 49,381 112,548 

20-JULY-16 25,331 20,729 46,060 

21-JULY-16 70,478 23,465 93,943 

23-JULY-16 87,598 43,224 130,822 

26-JULY-16 106,699 23,674 130,373 

27-JULY-16 96,979 40,858 137,837 

28-JULY-16 99,817 27,860 127,677 

29-JULY-16 82,229 36,390 118,619 

30-JULY-16 95,458 35,051 130,509 

Fortnightly Total 816,431 327,612 1,144,043 

 
Source: Business Recorder
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Maritime Security
 

 

US allots $42M for maritime security assistance to 
Philippines 

 
 

Source: GMA News

 

30thJuly 2016

 

 

The United States has offered $42 million in aid to beef 
up the Philippines' maritime security amid China's 
incursions into disputed areas in the South China Sea, 
outgoing Philippine Ambassador to Washington Jose 
Cuisia said.The amount represents 84 percent of the $50 
million allotted to five Southeast Asian countries--
Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand--
this year as part of the US' five-year maritime capacity 
building assistance worth $426 million."We have a much 
stronger security and military alliance now with the US," 
said Cuisia in his speech on Friday at the testimonial lunch 
hosted by US Ambassador to the Philippines Philip 
Goldberg.By 2017, the US is expected to release $75 million 
and $100 million in 2018 to the five countries but the 
Philippines' share from the amount has yet to be 
determined, according to Cuisia. 

The outgoing envoy also welcomed the US transfer of 
the US Coast Guard Cutter (USCGC) Boutwell to the 
Philippine Navy to provide greater maritime presence and 

patrols inside the Philippines' 200 nautical mile exclusive 
economic zone in the South China Sea.The Philippines has 
one of the weakest military forces in Asia, prompting 
governments from then President Fidel Ramos to Benigno 
Aquino III to ramp up defense spending. 

 
EU naval mission sails in troubled waters 

 
Source: Security News Desk 
27th

 July 2016 
 

Tim Compston, Features Editor at Security News Desk, 
looks at European Union naval operations tackling people 
smuggling in the central Mediterranean – one year on – in 
the wake of a damming House of Lords Sub-Committee 
report.

 
This is certainly an opportune moment to take stock of 

what is actually happening in the seas between Libya and 
Italy with regards to the trafficking of migrants and the 
attempts being

 
made to interdict such activity in what, 

given recent news reports, are undoubtedly difficult and 
tragic circumstances. Despite criticism from some quarters 
that it hasn’t done enough on the people smuggling front, 
especially with regards to tackling the traffickers in coastal 
waters, the mandate of the EU Naval Force Operation –

 EUNAVFOR MED (Operation Sophia) –
 

has just been 
extended for another year. Of course, as we will see, having 
a volatile situation in Libya certainly hasn’t helped 
matters.So how big is the people smuggling problem at the 
moment? According to figures provided by the UK MOD 
the number of refugees and migrants crossing the 
Mediterranean to Italy since the start of January this year 
amounts to over 25,000 with many of those originating

 

in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, including 18 percent from Nigeria. 

 

 

Although this is still relatively small fry compared to the 
180,000 who made their way to Greece, all the signs show 
that trafficking activity is likely to pick-up pace as we enter 
the summer period when conditions at sea are more 
favourable.

 
 

Mauritius Convicts Suspected Somali Pirates for 
Attacking MSC Jasmine

 
 

Source:Humans at Sea
 

19th
 
July 2016

 
 

The Intermediate Court of Mauritius has reversed its 
earlier decision and convicted twelve persons accused of 
attempting to carry out an act of piracy against a merchant 
ship, MSC Jasmine, on 5 January 2013, the court papers 
show.The conviction follows an earlier court ruling, made 
in November 2014, that found the men not guilty based on 
the

 
lack of concrete evidence.However, the Supreme Court 

of Mauritius  overturned the acquittal by the intermediate 
court in December 2015. When the attack happened in 
January 2013, some 260 miles off the Somali Coast, the 
master of the Cypriot container ship sent out a distress call 
reporting that he and his crew were coming under attack by 
armed men in a fast moving boat.Having employed 
avoidance tactics, the merchant vessel was able to repel the 
attack.Upon arriving at the scene, boarding teams from 
counter-piracy warships from NATO and EU Naval Force 
boarded two suspect vessels, and after apprehending 
twelve men, the suspects were transferred to the Republic 
of Mauritius for prosecution.  
 
Lockheed Martin-Led Team Lays Keel On 17th 
Littoral Combat Ship  
 
Source:Lockheed  Martin  
18th

 July 2016  
 
MARINETTE:  The Lockheed Martin [NYSE: LMT]-led 
industry team officially laid the keel for the U.S. Navy’s 
17th Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), the future USS 
Indianapolis, in a ceremony held at Fincantieri Marinette 
Marine in Marinette, Wisconsin.

 
Ship sponsor Mrs. Jill

 
Donnelly, the wife of U.S. Senator 

Joe Donnelly, completed the time-honoured
 

tradition and 
authenticated the keel by welding her initials onto a steel 
plate that will be placed in the hull of the ship.

 “It is a tremendous honour
 

to serve as the sponsor of 
the future USS Indianapolis,” Donnelly said. “The keel-
laying ceremony is a great milestone, and I look forward to 
supporting the ship and its crew throughout the building 
process. I know the people of Indianapolis and all Hoosiers 
will proudly support her when she is commissioned and 
enters the Navy fleet.” The LCS’s modular design and 
affordable price achieves increased capacity and capability 
so the U.S. Navy can provide presence where and when 
needed, with a level of force that will deter and defeat 
threats.“We are proud to build another proven warship that 
allows our Navy to carry out their missions around the 
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world,” said Joe North, vice president and general manager 
of Littoral Ships and Systems. “We look forward to working

 

with the U.S. Navy to continue building and delivering 
highly capable and adaptable Freedom-variant Littoral 
Combat Ships to the fleet.”

 

The Lockheed Martin-led industry team is currently in 
full-rate production of the Freedom-variant of the LCS, and 
has delivered three ships to the U.S. Navy to date. The 
future USS Indianapolis is one of seven ships in various 
stages of construction at Fincantieri Marinette Marine, 
with three more in long-lead production.

 
“On behalf of 

Marinette Marine, we are incredibly proud to build these 
ships for the U.S. Navy,” said Jan Allman, MMC president 
and CEO. “We continue to streamline our processes and 
leverage the craftsmanship and skills of our employees in 
producing these high quality vessels for our war fighters.”

 

LCS 17
 

will be the fourth ship to bear the name USS 
Indianapolis. A previous Indianapolis (CA 35) is best 
known for its role in World War II, where it operated 
throughout the Pacific escorting convoys and attacking 
enemy submarines. Indianapolis' service ended when it 
was sunk by a Japanese torpedo on July 30, 1945. Only 317 
of the 1,196 sailors serving aboard the ship survived after 
five days afloat in the Pacific Ocean. Richard Thelen, a USS 
Indianapolis (CA-35) survivor, attended the keel laying 
ceremony as a representative of all who sailed on CA-35. 

 

Abu Sayyaf Demands P200 Million For 5 Malaysian 
Sailors 

 
Source: Mindanao Examiner 
24th July 2016 

 
Suspected Abu Sayyaf militants have reportedly 

demanded P200 million in ransoms in exchange for the 
safe release of 5 Malaysian sailors they kidnapped in Sabah 
near the Philippines border. Borneo Post reported that one 
of the hostages, Tayudin Anjut, 45, phoned his employer to 
say that they are being held captive in Basilan, one of 5 
provinces under the Muslim autonomous region in 
southern Philippines. Anjut said the kidnappers were 
demanding the ransoms for their freedom, but Philippine 
military and police authorities could not immediately 
confirm nor deny the reports. The sailors –

 
Abd Rahim 

Summas, 62, Fandy Bakran, 26, Mohd Zumadil Rahim, 23 
and Mohd Ridzuan Ismail, 32 –

 
all crew members of the 

tugboat Seruduna 3, disappeared at sea off Lahad Datu 
town on July 18. Malaysian

 
authorities earlier said it has no 

confirmation whether the Abu Sayyaf was behind the 
disappearance of the sailors. Their tugboat was recovered 
by Sabah authorities with its engine still running. The boat 
was set to return to Semporna after its barge delivered a 
cargo of stones in Sandakan City also in Sabah, according 
to the Malaysian media. The Abu Sayyaf also seized 7 other 
Indonesian tugboat crewmen on June 22 in the Sulu Sea 
near the Philippines border and the hostages –

 
Ferry 

Arifin, the tugboat skipper; M. Mahbrur Dahri, Edi 
Suryono, Ismail, M.Nasir, M.Sofyan and Robin Piter –

 were last reported being sighted in Luuk town, local 
military intelligence reports said. The boat –

 

owned by PT 
Rusianto Brothers –

 

was heading to Samarinda in East 
Kalimantan following a trip from the Philippines when 
gunmen on speedboats intercepted it. 

 

South China Sea Air Strips’ Main Role Is ‘To 
Defend Hainan Nuclear Submarine Base’ 

 
 

Source: South China Morning post

 

25th

 

July 2016

 
 

On July 12 –
 
the same day the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration at The Hague announced that China’s claims 
over the resource-rich and strategically vital South China 
Sea region had no legal basis –

 
a photograph of China’s 

most advanced nuclear-powered submarine was “leaked” 
and published on many mainland military websites. The 
photograph, revealing the expanded type 094A “Jin-class” 
submarine, led to speculation that the vessel might be 
capable of delivering China’s new generation, 
intercontinental-range ballistic missile, the JL-3, whose 
estimated range of 12,000km would enabling it to reach 
the United States from the South China Sea. The first photo 
of China’s type 094A strategic nuclear submarine, an 
improved version of the type 094 submarine, which was 
posted online on July 12, the day South China Sea ruling 
was announced in the Hague. “I believe the type 094A, 
which has been closely monitored by the US, was 
deliberately ‘leaked’ to warn the US,” Macau-based military 
observer Antony Wong Dong told the South China Morning 
Post. On Monday Admiral Wu Shengli, of the People’s 
Liberation Army Navy, told visiting US Chief of Naval 
Operations Admiral John Richardson in Beijing that China 
would not compromise its sovereignty and would press 
ahead with construction of  facilities in the South China Sea. 
Wu also warned that “the Chinese navy is fully prepared to 
cope with military provocation.” As Beijing’s state media 
repeatedly attacked the ruling of the tribunal –  which 
Beijing has refused to recognise –  President Xi Jinping said 
that China’s “territorial sovereignty and marine rights” in 
the seas would not be affected. China and US in silent fight 
for supremacy beneath waves of South China Sea. The  
South China Sea is one of the world’s busiest trade routes, 
through which more than US$5 trillion of maritime trade 
passes each year between the Indian Ocean and the 
western Pacific Ocean. However, Beijing has another –  
arguably more important –  reason for prizing the 3.5 
million square km area of waterway. It regards the 
waterway as crucial for providing its expanded submarine 
fleet, stationed the Yulin naval base in Hainan, with 
unrestricted access to the waters of Pacific Ocean. Admiral 
Wu Shengli, right, commander of the PLA Navy, points out 
the layout of the Chinese Naval Headquarters to Admiral 
John Richardson, left, the US Chief of Naval Operations, 
during a visit to Beijing .  The East China Sea has only a 
few, narrow underwater channels, which means its 
submarines can easily be monitored. But the South China 
Sea features underground submarine facilities with a 
tunnel access, shielding Chinese submarines that enter the 
South China Sea from the prying eyes of US reconnaissance 
satellites. “No matter what the international arbitration 
rulings said, China will keep pushing

 
ahead with its 

maritime ambitions in the South China Sea because it 
regards it as a ‘fortress’ that will enable its military 
expansion,” Beijing-based military commentator Song 
Zhongping told the Sunday Post. 
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Samsung Close To Winning US$2.5 Bln Deal For 
Offshore LNG Facility

 
 

Source: Yonhap News

 

17th

 
July 2016

 
 

SEOUL:
 

Samsung Heavy Industries Co., a financially 
troubled South Korean shipyard, has virtually secured a 
US$2.5 billion deal to build a floating liquefied natural gas 
(FLNG) facility abroad, industry sources said Sunday. The

 

shipbuilder, a unit of Samsung Group, is leading a 
consortium made up of French multinational Technip and 
Japan's JGC in the project, valued at a total of $5.4 billion. 
The order has been placed by the Italian hydrocarbon 
company ENI.

 
"It's safe to say that Samsung Heavy has 

virtually won the contract. It will be signed around 
October," said an informed source who did not want to be 
named. Samsung

 
Heavy has been in negotiations with ENI 

since the first quarter of this year on detailed business 
plans. If successfully concluded, the deal will be worth $2.5 
billion to the company. It will be of great help to self-
restructuring efforts under way by Samsung, which has not 
been able to win a single new shipbuilding order this year. 
Samsung Heavy is one of three major South Korean 
shipyards, along with Hyundai Heavy Industries and 
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. They have 
been struggling to stay afloat amid an industry wide slump 
and mounting losses. 

 
Oil Market: What's Saudi Arabia Up To? 

 
Source:Hellenic Shipping News 
18th July 2016 

 
Saudi Arabia wants higher oil prices. Really. At least, 

that’s what its oil minister has been saying in recent 
interviews in the US and Europe. But higher oil prices 
require a higher world demand for oil, a lower supply of oil, 
or a combination of both. The trouble is that Saudi Arabia 
doesn’t control the world demand for oil, which is growing 
at a slow pace, tracking a weak global economy. And

 
while 

Saudi Arabia has some control of the supply of oil, it does 
nothing to make oil prices go higher. In

 
fact, the Kingdom 

has been pumping more oil to ease short-term oil 
shortages, together with other Middle East producers, 
according to an IEA report released yesterday. Here

 
are a 

couple of highlights from the IEA report:· Global oil 
supplies rose by 0.6 mb/d in June to 96 mb/d after outages 
curbed OPEC and non-OPEC supplies in May. World 
production was 750 kb/d below last year as higher OPEC 
output only partially offset non-OPEC declines. Non-OPEC 
supplies are set to drop by 0.9 mb/d in 2016, to 56.5 mb/d, 
before rising 0.2 mb/d in 2017.· OPEC crude output rose

 
by 

400 kb/d in June to an eight-year high of 33.21 mb/d, 
including newly re-joined Gabon. Saudi Arabia ramped up 
to a near-record rate of 10.45 mb/d (our italics) and 
Nigerian flows partially recovered from rebel attacks. 
Middle East producers sustained record levels, building 
market share and pushing OPEC’s total output 510 kb/d 

 

 

above a year ago.·OECD commercial inventories built by 
13.5 mb in May to end the month at a record 3 074 mb. 
Preliminary information for June suggests that OECD 
stocks added a further 0.9 mb while floating storage has 
continued to build, reaching its highest level since 
2009.That could explain why oil prices headed back to $45 
after trading briefly above $50.Apparently, Saudi Arabia 
isn’t ready to push oil prices above $50. That’s why oil 
markets should watch what Saudi Arabia does, not what it 
says.

 
 

Malaysia Sees Growing Importance For Strait Of 
Malacca

 
 

Source: Ship and Bunker.
 

20th
 
July

 
2016

 
 

The
 
Malaysian

 
Prime Minister’s special envoy to

 
China,

 

Kong Cho Ha, says there will be a growing importance for 
the  Strait of Malacca  -  which is already the world's main 
shipping route and home to the world's biggest bunkering 
port,  Singapore.  Speaking at the 2nd Maritime Silk Road 
Port International Cooperation Forum at  Ningbo, China, 
earlier this month, Kong said that as a result of China’s 21st 
Century Maritime Silk Road initiative there was "renewed 
interest in maritime facilities along the Strait of Malacca. 
“He  also noted a memorandum of understanding between 
Malaysia and China that was signed last November, that 
amongst other things  resulted in an alliance between  six  
Malaysian ports and  10  Chinese ports. "We view this as an 
opportunity for port operators, shipping lines, and logistics 
and construction companies to come together as a con-
sortium to develop mega projects," said Kong. For  the first 
half of 2016, Port Klang showed a growth of  12.2 percent  
year-on-year, he added.  Adrian  Tolson, Senior Partner,  
20|20 Marine Energy, is another voice that sees good 
prospects for the  region. He  recently told Ship & Bunker 
that the new global sulfur  cap and the  advent of  0.50 
percent  maximum sulfur blends  could be a boon for  
Singapore  and  others in the Straits of Malacca in general.  

 
Tanker Market: Edible Oil Freight Market Remains 
Under Pressure

 
 Source:Hellenic

 
Shipping News

 21st

 
July 2016

 
 The freight market for edible oils hasn’t been able to 

replicate the success of 2015 so far. In its latest weekly 
report, shipbroker Intermodal said that “the edible oil 
markets across the globe remain under pressure on the 
back of lackluster demand. Some of the main factors 
causing the low activity are seasonality, increased stocks 
and wet and dry weather conditions in the west and east 
respectively. While S. America activity has already been 
‘’hit’’ by the summer seasonal cool-off, effects of El Nino 
are still evident on the palm oil exports from SE Asia. 
Needless to say that the impact of this has resulted in long 
lists of ships available and has pushed freight rates down to 
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new lows. In the meantime, the CPP market in both the 
Atlantic and the Pacific has not provided support to 
Owners looking to escape the dull palm and vegetable oil 
market and has further extended their feeling of 
uncertainty”.

 
 

South
 

China
 

Sea
 

Ruling
 

–
 

What’s
 

At
 

Stake
 

For
 

Oil,
 

Commodities?
 

 

Source:Platts
 

23rd
 

July 2016
 

 

A landmark ruling by an international arbitration court 
against China’s claims over a major part of South China Sea 
is likely to escalate diplomatic tensions between Beijing 
and other regional claimants such as the Philippines and 
Vietnam over the waterway. The

 
Hague Tribunal’s ruling 

last week that China had violated the sovereign rights of 
the Philippines by interfering in oil and gas exploration 
activity in the latter’s exclusive economic zone is expected 
to keep energy, commodities and freight markets in Asia on 
the edge, mainly because of Beijing’s stubborn reaction that 
the verdict was unacceptable. Vietnam claims sovereignty 
over both the Spratly and Paracel Islands and defends its 
exclusive economic zone and continental shelf as set in the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, or 
UNCLOS. While Vietnam currently controls part of the 
islands in the Spratlys along with China and the 
Philippines, the country lost control of the Paracel to China 
after a clash in 1974. 

A third of global crude oil and more than 50% of the 
world’s LNG trade pass through the South China Sea, 
making it one of the most crucial transit routes in the 
world. While market participants do not see any immediate 
impact on trade flows, they are expected to keep a close eye 
on geopolitical developments. The following are some key 
factors that make the South China Sea a crucial link for 
commodity flows in the Asia-Pacific region. 

 
Oil And Gas 

The South China Sea is believed to hold vast amounts of 
undiscovered oil and gas reserves. 
Chinese state-owned China National Offshore Oil Corp. has 
estimated that the entire South China Sea holds 
undiscovered resources to the tune of 125 billion barrels of 
oil and 500 Tcf of natural gas.

 
 Lng, Coal, Iron Ore

 The South China Sea is a major transit route for LNG. 
According to latest numbers on the EIA website, about 6 
Tcf equivalent of LNG, or more than half of global LNG 
trade, passed through the South China Sea in 2011.Half of 
this amount continued on to Japan, with the rest of it going 
to South Korea, China, Taiwan, and other regional 
countries. Almost 75% of all LNG exports to the region 
came from Qatar, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Australia. With

 growing demand for natural gas in East Asia, the South 
China Sea’s share of global LNG trade will likely increase in 
the coming years, according to the EIA.

 
Even large 

quantities of coal from Australia and Indonesia, the world’s 
two largest coal exporters, pass through the South China 
Sea to markets around the world, especially to China, 
Japan, and India. These

 

coal shipments include both steam 

coal used for generating electricity and process heat as well 
as metallurgical coal that is a key ingredient in primary 
steel production, EIA said. From

 

Indonesia, plentiful 
volumes of coal from the East Kalimantan region move to 
China via the South China Sea. In addition, a lot of iron ore 
shipments from Brazil and South Africa use the South 
China Sea route for transit to key destinations such as 
China.

 
 

Shipping And Freight
 

The South China Sea is the second-most
 

used sea lane 
in the world. In terms of world annual merchant fleet 
tonnage, over 50% passes through the Strait of Malacca, 
the Sunda Strait, and the Lombok Strait, with the bulk of 
that continuing on to the South China Sea. The

 
United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development Review of 
Maritime Transport 2011 estimated 8.4 billion MT

 
of total 

world maritime trade through the South China Sea in 
2010.Almost 117,000 vessels with a total deadweight of 4.7 
billion MT

 
passed through the Strait of Malacca in 2004.

 
 

Agriculture  

South China Sea is a transit point for much of the grain 
cargoes —  such as wheat, corn and barley —  from the Black 
Sea region and Australia flowing to China, Japan and South 
Korea.  
 

APL And Yusen Go Hi-Tech To Target Growth In 
Japanese Reefer Traffic  
 
Source : The Loadstar  
24th  July 2016  
 

The growing popularity of Japanese fresh produce 
across Asia is creating new opportunities for reefer 
shipping, while a government-led initiative to increase sea 
exports could pose a threat to the dominance of air cargo. 
Ocean carrier APL, recently acquired by CMA CGM, told 
The Coolstar the globalization  of Japanese food culture had 
helped fresh produce exports gain popularity with 
increasingly affluent Asian consumers. “Japanese produce 
is appealing to  many Asian consumers with its fine quality, 
exquisite taste and excellent presentation,” said Fujita 
Yasuhiro, head of commercial, APL Japan. He added: 
“More Asian consumers have become aware of Japanese 
fresh produce as Japanese food exporters step up on

 marketing their products in overseas markets. This 
phenomenon is consistent with the Japanese government’s 
plan to double food and agriculture exports to ¥1trn by 
2020.” In response, APL recently expanded its reefer 
services in Japan to support exporters looking to explore 
markets such as Hong Kong, Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand, 
Singapore and Vietnam. Current exports include 
strawberries, peaches, grapes and leafy vegetables. The 
carrier, which has steadily increased its deployment of 40ft 
reefer containers, has also strengthened its technical 
support in Japan, offering customized

 
reefer solutions 

based on shipper requirements, import protocols and the 
unique characteristics of each perishable cargo. APL’s 
atmosphere-regulating reefer technology, SMARTcare+,

 allows the quality and presentation of fresh produce to be 
preserved over longer distances and durations than ever 
before, in some cases tripling the post-harvest life of 
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certain perishables compared with conventional methods. 
According to Mr.

 

Yasuhiro, this technology is providing 
new logistics options to exporters traditionally limited to 
air cargo. “While air freight is faster, Japanese exporters 
with a large shipment of perishables will find sea freight 
with the right reefer solutions a more economical

 
and 

practical option,” he said.
 

 

MSC Under Fire Over State Aid Allegations 
 

 

Source : Splash 24/7
 

24th
 

July 2016
 

 

A few weeks after the European Commission opened an 
in-depth investigation questioning whether the Italian 
government propped up Italian shipyard Cantieri del 
Mediterraneo (CAMED), another case might involve 
several companies that belong to MSC and are active in the 
same Italian port. According

 
to local media, Brussels has 

made a preliminary request for information from the port 
authority of Naples and to several container terminals, 
ferry companies and shipyards owned or participated by 
Gianluigi Aponte’s group in order to clarify whether public 
investments made for over €100m were in line with EU 
state aid rules. The grants were used for quay extensions, 
installation of new cranes and some other works. Also 
missed payments of the terminal concessions in Naples are 
on the table. The companies involved are Conateco, Soteco, 
Terminal Napoli, Snav, Navigazione libera del Golfo, La 
Nuova Meccanica Navale and Terminal Flavio Gioia. MSC 
and the local port authority have a few weeks now to 
provide EC officers the requested information and try to 
avoid the opening of an official in-depth investigation for 
suspected state aid.  

 
LNG Shipping Looking For Freight Rates’ 
Rebound, As More Projects Come Online 

 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News  
25th

 July 2016 
 

It’s hard to be ahead of the curve, when it comes to 
predicting future market conditions. All ship owners can do 
is analyze a particular market’s fundamentals and act on 
them. As such, back in late 2013, many Greek ship owners 
were investing heavily in LNG

 
ships, holding a share of 31% 

of the total LNG carrier order book
 

in terms of capacity. In 
its latest weekly report, shipbroker Alibra Shipping noted 
that at the time “billions of dollars in CAPEX were being 
pumped into into natural gas exploration, as well as 
building infrastructure such as liquefaction and export 
terminals, especially in the US. Some 180 LNG carriers 
were ordered between January 2011 to December 2014 –

 many of them speculatively. Of these vessels, 52 were 
ordered by Greek companies (29%).

 Since then though, a lot has changed, which could lead 
one to claim that the Greeks got it wrong, one of the rare 
occasions in the history of shipping. In their defense, Alibra 
noted that “no one could ever have anticipated the shock 
drop in oil prices seen in mid-2014, which spooked energy 
markets and investors, leading to project delays, 
cancellations and crushing demand for LNG shipping. And 
that means vessel oversupply and depressed spot rates (you 

know the story). Most of the LNG carrier order book

 

was 
ordered in anticipation of new liquefaction trains coming 
on stream, but depressed energy markets have delayed 
commissioning of important LNG infrastructure projects. 
This year alone, four projects have been delayed in Canada, 
plus those in Cameroon and

 
Oregon in the US, and a 

number of floating LNG (FLNG) liquefaction facilities. 
However, since January, the Asia-Pacific LNG, Sabine Pass 
and Gorgon liquefaction trains and the second Gladstone 
LNG train have come online, which has helped improve 
vessel utilization”.

 

Alibra added “How quickly markets change in this 
business. Just two-and-a-half years later, LNG freight 
rates, formerly the source of so much optimism, are low 
and around 88% of the current LNG carrier order book

 
is 

to be delivered from 2017 onwards. Firm orders for seven 
LNG carriers have already been cancelled. Only four new 
LNG carriers have been ordered in 2016 so far, after Maran 
Gas and SK Shipping both ordered two. Maran has options 
for two more”, the shipbroker concluded.

 
 

China’s One Belt, One Road: Will It Reshape Global 
Trade?  
 

Source: McKinsey  

25th  July 2016  
 

The future of trade in Asia could depend heavily on 
what becomes of China’s expansive One Belt, One Road 
initiative, which calls for massive investment in and 
development of trade routes in the region. In this episode 
of the McKinsey Podcast, recorded in May, McKinsey 
senior partners Joe Ngai and Kevin Sneader talk with 
Cecilia Ma Zecha about One Belt, One Road—what it really 
means, what it needs to become a reality,  and why people 
should take it seriously.  
 
Podcast Transcript  

Cecilia Ma Zecha: Hello, and welcome to this edition of 
the McKinsey Podcast. I’m Cecilia Ma Zecha, an editor with 
McKinsey Publishing, based in Singapore. Today we’re 
going to be talking about one of the biggest stories in Asian 
business, China’s One Belt, One Road initiative, arguably 
its most ambitious economic and diplomatic program since 
the founding of the People’s Republic.

 
To explain One Belt, One Road and what it means to 

business, I’m joined today by Kevin Sneader, McKinsey’s 
chairman in Asia, and Joe Ngai, managing partner of 
McKinsey’s Hong Kong location. Kevin, let’s start from the 
very beginning, particularly for anyone listening outside of 
Asia. But frankly, for many of us who live and work in the 
region, behind the diplomatic language and the policy 
speak, what exactly is One Belt, One Road?

 Kevin Sneader: At one level, One Belt, One Road has the 
potential to be perhaps the world’s largest platform for 
regional collaboration. What does that actually mean? 
There are two parts to this, the belt and the road, and it’s a 
little confusing. The belt is the physical road, which takes 
one from here all the way through Europe to somewhere up 
north in Scandinavia. That is the physical road. What they 
call the road is actually the maritime Silk Road, in other 
words, shipping lanes, essentially from here to Venice. 
Therefore it’s very ambitious—potentially ambitious—
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covering about 65 percent of the world’s population, about 
one-third of the world’s GDP, and about a quarter of all the 
goods and services the world moves.

 

That is what’s at the core of this—at least a potential 
trading route. The belt, the physical road, and the maritime 
Silk Road would re-create the shipping routes that made 
China one of the world’s foremost powers many, many 
years ago.

 
 

Cecilia Ma Zecha: Joe, Why Is This Important 
Now?

 

Joe Ngai: China is seeing a bit of a slowing down in its 
growth. A lot of people are saying that that’s part of the 
next growth wave of Chinese exports, which is that it’s 
going to have its influence and its infrastructure build-out 
in many of these countries, most of them emerging 
markets, in lots of things that frankly have fueled the very 
high growth in China over the past decade. What

 
remains 

to be seen is if that can be replicated in many of these 
countries in the next ten years. That is very significant. 
Because many of these countries are really lacking in this 
infrastructure. I remember when I take groups of delegates 
into China; they always marvel at the trains, the railway 
stations, the airports, and all that, which frankly is a bit of a 
miraculous creation in the past two decades. 

The question is going to be how these are financed: 
whether there is going to be long-term planning that’s 
required, and whether the local governments and the state 
governments are able to take the Chinese model and the 
Chinese infrastructure and figure out how they can have 
their own version. 

 
Live Fish Carrier Launched At Gondan  

 
Source : Marinelink 
26th July 2016 

 
At high tide, the vessel “MARTIN SÆLE”, the first Live 

Fish Carrier built by Gondan Shipyard in Figueras, was 
successfully launched . Representatives of the owner of the 
vessel, the Norwegian company Salmon Star AS, were 
present at the event.  
This Live Fish Carrier, with 50 meters length and 12,6 
meters beam, has capacity to transport up to 1000 m3 of 
volume of water and fish alive in her hold. She will operate 
in the Shetland Islands, where she will transport young and 
adult fish between different farms along the coast, and also 
transporting to and from the in-land fish factories and 
farms. 

 
 Second US LNG Cargo Lands In Europe As Tanker 

Docks In Spain 
 

 Source: Platts
 26th

 
July 2016

 
 A cargo of US LNG on Friday landed at Spain's 

Murgados LNG import terminal, making it only the second 
cargo to reach the European market since US LNG exports 
began at the end of February. According to cFlow, S&P 
Global Platts trade flow software, the Sestao Knutsen LNG 
tanker entered the terminal early Friday having spent 
seven days circling off the coast of northern Spain. It left 

the Sabine Pass liquefaction facility on July 4

 

with a slot to 
enter Murgados Friday. It is the second US LNG cargo to 
land in Europe after the Creole Spirit offloaded at 
Portugal's Sines terminal at the end of April. A total of 15 
US LNG cargoes have been delivered from Sabine Pass 
since the first in February, with the majority sent to the 
South American countries of Brazil, Argentina and Chile. 
Others were delivered into the Middle East --

 
Dubai and 

Kuwait --
 
while one went to India. Four US LNG cargoes 

are currently at sea, with the most recently loaded cargo 
aboard the Maran Gas Apollonia set to be the first to pass 
through the recently expanded Panama Canal.

 
 

MSC, CMA CGM Back New Container Tracking 
System

 
 

Source: World Maritime News
 

26th
 
July 2016

 
 

Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) has joined 
forces with the French shipping giant CMA CGM in backing 
French start-up container fleet monitoring company  

TRAXENS.  The agreement sees CMA CGM and MSC invest 
capital in TRAXENS, with each group also represented on 
the Board of Directors. The  deployment of  the TRAXENS 
devices across the fleets of both carriers will be announced 
in fourth quarter of this year. With  a combined fleet of 4.5 
million units these two world leaders transport 
approximately 25% of the world’s shipping containers.  “We  
see container monitoring as an important innovation in 
providing our customers with a high quality of service, 
while also being able to monitor our outputs accurately. 
We believe that shipping lines should naturally compete 
on service, but should co-operate in the area of technology 
and innovation,”  Diego Aponte, President and CEO of 
MSC,  said.  
 
Taking The Maritime Industry To The Next Level  
 
Source: World Maritime News  
26th

 July 2016  
 

Certainty is a scarce good in a continuously changing 
world. The speed with which new developments arise, 
seems to imply that knowledge is rapidly built from 
scratch. We seem to forget that it takes decades to build a 
sustainable industry. The

 
long history and diversity of the 

maritime industry contributes to its international standing; 
the knowledge institutes, suppliers, contractors and 
engineering firms together form a strong chain. Especially 
when faced with so many changes, it is of great interest to 
thrive on skills that have been there for quite some time. 
The

 
complex maritime projects of the near future –

 whether it concerns accessible waterways and ports or 
providing households with affordable wind energy –

 
ask for 

industry players that are capable to do the job. Cooperation 
focused on combining expertise and knowledge is key. 
Designing

 
and building dredging vessels and equipment 

has long been the corner stone of Royal IHC. Over the last 
years the offshore sector gained relevance and marine 
mining became a market of its own. Now, being confronted 
with worldwide issues in the field of water and energy, we 
have a chance to reassess our own role. That includes new 
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ways of working together with well-known

 

partners and 
taking on board new technology. Recent examples of new 
projects are smart maintenance and 3D printing.

 

Embracing new technologies enables the maritime 
industry to find solutions for difficult puzzles. To name a 
few: coping with the limited surface of the North Sea, 
cleaning up sea floors to make room for new installations 
and reducing emissions of NOx and SOx to levels that were 
unthinkable a few years ago. The combination between a 
strong knowledge base on one hand and creativity on the 
other hand helps the maritime industry face international 
competition. End of story? Not

 
quite. It takes two to tango. 

Seizing opportunities can only be done with a government 
that supports its key industries by opening doors with 
export facilities. A government that understands that 
regulation is not a national matter but affects the position 
of companies worldwide. A government that enables the 
industry to come up with innovative solutions to tackle 
environmental issues. In

 
a country where water is always 

on the agenda, it is easy
 

to lose the characteristics and 
added value of the maritime industry out of sight. 
However, the broadness of the Dutch water sector is unique 
because of the various elements. A water policy that takes 
the maritime skills and knowledge into account, gives room 
for innovation and sees strengthening our export position 
as one of the main goals is the key to future successful 
international stories. 

 

Weak Earnings Prompt Hapag-Lloyd And UASC 
Merger  

 
Source: Alphaliner  
27th July 2016 

 
Underlying the headline announcements of the planned 

Hapag-Lloyd and UASC merger is the harsh reality that 
both companies are facing significant financial challenges. 
Despite annual synergy savings of $400 M, which the 
company hopes to achieve from the combination Hapag-
Lloyd’s and UASC’s container shipping businesses, the 
merged carrier will still require additional financial support 
from its shareholders. Along with the 18 July 
announcement of the signing of a Business Combination 
Agreement (BCA) to merge

 
with UASC, Hapag-Lloyd also 

issued a profit warning. The German carrier cautioned that 
lower freight rates and higher bunker costs will result in 
’clearly decreasing’ EBIT and EBITDA earnings in the 
second quarter, with the weak performance expected to 
persist in the second half of 2016. Although full details of 
UASC’s financial position were not disclosed, the 
company’s earnings are significantly lower than those of 
Hapag-Lloyd, with an EBITDA of only $33 M in 2015, and 
a net loss estimated by Alphaliner at over $350 M last year, 
after accounting for interest and depreciation expenses. 
UASC is expected to post another significant net loss in 
2016, as interest payments on financial debt of some $4 Bn 
and high vessel depreciation charges continue to drag 
down results. The

 
combined Hapag-Lloyd/UASC entity 

plans to raise $400 M of new equity through a rights issue 
that will be underwritten by four key shareholders –

 

CSAV 
and Kϋhne on Hapag-Lloyd’s side; together with Qatar 
Holding and Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund (PIF) 
on UASC’s side. 

 

Suez Canal Cuts Tolls For VLCCs On US-Arabian 
Gulf Route

 
 

Source: World Maritime News

 

27th

 

July 2016

 
 

According to a circular released by the Suez Canal 
Authority, the vessels coming from the Gulf of Mexico, the 
Caribbean

 
and the North Coast of South America would

 

receive a 45% reduction from the applicable Suez Canal 
transit tolls excluding other services dues. In

 
order to 

receive the reduction, a company
 

needs to
 

submit a request 
before the transit through its agency, subject to forward a

 

certificate from the port of origin and a
 

certificate from the 
port of arrival

 
after transit. Furthermore, in case of 

stopping in between ports, a certificate stating the reason 
of stoppage is to be submitted as well as

 
an undertaking 

from the shipping agency confirming the payment of the 
whole transit dues without any rebates in case of changing 
port of origin or port of arrival. The

 
documents should be 

submitted a maximum of 60 days from the date of transit, 
GAC Egypt added. According  to the Suez Canal, the circular 
came into  effect as of July 24 as an experimental period to 
be renewed.  
 

World Bank Raises 2016 Oil Price Forecast On 
Supply Outages, Robust Demand  
 
Source: Reuters  
28th  July 2016  
 

The World Bank raised its crude oil forecast for 2016 to 
$43 a barrel on Tuesday, from $41 a barrel, citing supply 
outages and robust demand in the second quarter. 
Disruptions  in oil supply during the second quarter, 
including from militant attacks in Nigeria and wildfires in 
Canada, helped oil prices rebound from 12-year lows hit 
early in the year. However, since peaking at about $51 a 
barrel early in June, a growing overhang in refined 
products has damped the demand outlook and resurgent 
supply from many of the outages has slowed the 
rebalancing of the crude oil market. The  World Bank said 
its latest forecast takes these recent developments into 
account. “We

 
expect slightly higher oil prices for the second 

half of 2016 as oil market oversupply diminishes,”
 

John 
Baffes, senior economist and lead author of the World 
Bank’s quarterly commodities markets outlook, said in a 
statement. “However, inventories remain very large and 
will take some time to be drawn down.”

 
U.S. crude on 

Tuesday fell 26 cents to $42.87 per barrel, a 0.6 percent 
loss after hitting a three-month low of $42.36.U.S. crude 
stockpiles have fallen for nine straight weeks. But at about 
519 million barrels, inventories are at historically high 
levels for this time of year, data from the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration showed last week.

 
 Falling Oil Prices Don’t Bode Well For Tanker 

Owners This Time Around Says Shipbroker
 

 Source:Hellenic Shipping News

 29th July 2016

 
 The tanker market is once again at a crossroad, as the 
latest surge of oil supply, seems to be taking its toll. In its 
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latest weekly report, shipbroker Allied Ship broking

 

noted 
that “a shock was noted in the oil markets this week as the 
price of crude oil

 

hit a near two month low. The increasing 
fears from the over swollen stockpiles that have amassed 
over the past one and half years and the boosted operations 
from U.S. producers with continued increases in drilling 
operations has made for a sour sentiment

 
to hit global 

traders. At the same time many are now fearing the ease in 
demand levels that is expected to be seen over the next 
couple of weeks as refineries in the U.S. take on their 
seasonal maintenance schedules”.

 
 

Top Oil Market Embraces Iran Once Again As Asia 
Imports Jump

 
 

Source: Bloomberg
 

29th
 

July 2016
 

 

At the biggest oil market in the world, crude from Iran is 
back in vogue.

 

The Persian Gulf state boosted exports to major oil 
consumers in Asia during the first half of this year, after 
international sanctions that restricted its supplies were 
eased in January. Japan’s purchases increased 28 percent, 
India bought 63 percent more, South Korea’s imports more 
than doubled while shipments into China gained 2.5 
percent during the six months, government and shipping 
data compiled by Bloomberg show. 

The increase in cargoes to Asia shows Iran is having some 
success in meeting its pledge to prioritize regaining market 
share it lost in the region due to the sanctions over its 
nuclear program. The nation, which was OPEC’s second-
biggest producer before the international measure choked 
off its supplies, defied skeptics with a 25 percent surge in 
production so far in 2016 and aims to reach an eight-year 
high for daily output of 4 million barrels by the end of the 
year.  
“Iran appears to have had a strategy to target emerging 
markets in Asia to increase market share as well as to 
recover its production to levels before sanctions were 
imposed,” Kang Yoo Jin, a Seoul-based commodities 
analyst at NH Investment & Securities Co., said by phone. 
“For it to continue to secure and expand market share, it 
will need to not only strengthen relations with old 
customers but also regions that see growth. It will be 
continuously challenged by increased competition from 
countries including Saudi Arabia and Russia.”

 
 Market Share

 Iran is exporting about 2 million barrels of its daily 
output of 3.8 million, Mohsen Ghamsari, director of 
international affairs at state-run National Iranian Oil Co., 
said earlier this month. 

 
 What Brexit Means For UK Shipping

 
 Source: Drewry Maritime Research

 26th July 2016

 
 The UK’s decision last month to leave the European 

Union will mean both positives and negatives. But there are 
more “unknowns” than “knowns” for UK maritime trade 
and ports. International maritime trade faces new 

opportunities and challenges, both in the run-up to the UK 
leaving the European Union (expected in early 2019) and in 
the long-term. Drewry has gathered industry opinions from 
shippers, ports and shipping people and attempts to 
provide here an informed preliminary assessment of the 
impact of Brexit, looking at 3 big questions.

 
 

Will UK Maritime Traffic Rise Or Fall Because Of 
Brexit?

 

UK container traffic will see more muted growth than 
expected a few months ago, at least in the short term.

 

Patrick Walters, Peel Ports’ Group Commercial Director, 
believes that the bigger Brexit-related risk for UK container 
ports is a short-term negative impact on box volumes 
caused by economic and political uncertainty and GDP 
slowdown.

 

According to the International Monetary Fund, the Brexit 
vote implies a substantial increase in economic, political, 
and institutional uncertainty, which is projected to have 
negative macroeconomic consequences. The IMF has just 
downgraded 2016 and 2017 GDP growth forecasts for the 
UK. And a slowdown in UK GDP will mean a slowdown in 
UK maritime trade. But Walters stresses that there will be 
both positives and negatives in the medium and long term. 
Positives include opportunities to have new or improved 
bilateral trade agreements between the UK and countries 
such as India, the US, Canada (with whom the UK has 
strong historical ties) and South American countries. It 
may be easier for the UK government to strike an 
agreement with India without the need to get consensus 
approval from the other 27 EU countries, Walters 
observed.  
 
Will UK Trade Benefit From Moving Away From 
EU Rules And Regulations?  

British shippers are fearful of losing the benefits of free 
trade and customs harmonization with the EU single 
market. They do not want to return to the days of red tape 
and single administrative documents. Drewry sees a risk of 
new inefficiencies and costs here, which trade negotiations 
with the EU will have to tackle. British companies are 
already lobbying their government to ensure that 
simplified trade processes are on the agenda. A return to 
tariffs for UK merchandise exports and imports, if this is 
the outcome of trade negotiations with the EU, will be 
detrimental to UK trade with

 
the EU, and may result in a 

small reduction in UK-EU maritime volume.
 

 Our View
 In the short term, a slowdown in UK GDP is expected to 

result in a slowdown in UK maritime trade growth. It is too 
early to say what the impact of Brexit on maritime trade 
will be in the long term, but it is unlikely that Brexit will 
have a material impact on total UK maritime volume. 
There will probably be a change in the mix: depending on 
the new trade agreements negotiated between the UK and 
the EU and between the UK and non-EU countries, the UK 
could switch some of the countries from which to imports 
and to which it exports. There is also a risk of harmful UK-
EU red tape, tariffs and reduced access to skilled EU 
shipping workers in post-Brexit and much uncertainty as to 
what

 

will happen.
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Mediation In The Shipping Industry –

 

Challenges 
And Synergies

 
 

Source:Hellenic

 

Shipping News

 

16th

 
July 2016

 
 

Mediation is the future of dispute resolution in the 
shipping industry. Common shipping disputes which could 
benefit from mediation include cargo claims, charter party 
disputes, sale/supply disputes, shipbuilding contractual 
disputes, collision claims, pollution claims and disputes 
between an underwriter and third parties in subrogation of 
the assured’s legal rights following a pay-out to an assured.

 

The shipping industry is a niche area of law and 
commerce. In these circumstances, specialist knowledge is 
almost always required to allow a mediator to effectively 
assist the parties in resolving their dispute.

 
Much like 

judges in court proceedings, mediators may ask questions 
and make rigorous preparations in anticipation for the 
mediation. For this reason, experienced shipping lawyers 
(retired judges, practicing attorneys/ solicitors and 
advocates/ barristers, as well as those with in-house 
expertise) and experts (surveyors) are often appointed to 
mediate disputes arising within the shipping industry. 

Mediation is not without its disadvantages. Due to the 
flexibility inherent in the process, this method can create 
confusion and proceedings may lack structure. However, 
using an experienced mediator can help to counteract these 
potential difficulties. Experienced mediators follow a 
structured procedure to ensure the mediation sessions are 
run efficiently. 

From a common law perspective, the main disadvantage 
of mediation is that it does not set a binding precedent. 
Jonathan Lux, a London based barrister and mediation 
expert with 30 years’ experience as a solicitor at Ince & Co 
in the field of shipping, notes that this is easily resolved by 
referring any issues of law to court for confirmation. 
Although 90% of shipping disputes are fact-driven, 
mediation does not prevent parties from agreeing to send a 
discrete issue of law to court for determination. 

Declaratory orders in relation to questions of law are 
not foreign to the South African legal system. In fact, it may 
be in the interests of justice for a court to make a finding on 
a point

 
of law, in order to develop the common law in line 

with section 39(2) of the Constitution of South Africa, 
1996. This forms part of the inherent jurisdiction of the 
High Court of South Africa to regulate its own procedure.

 Moreover industry experts agree that there is nothing 
preventing the parties from making a press statement as 
part of their settlement agreement, thereby bringing their 
decision and reasoning into the public domain. While not 
binding in the same way as a legal precedent, it gives other 
parties involved in mediations a source of reference to 
guide their own negotiations. The essence of mediation is 
its flexibility to incorporate innovative solutions.

 Lux suggests the case of the Cavendish (1993) 2 LLR 
292 as an ideal example of how to implement the 
aforementioned approach and where mediation may have 
been beneficial in synthesising the issues through an 

 

 

assumption of negligence and fixed set of facts, and a 
referral to the court. The case concerned pilot negligence 
when a vessel struck a fixed buoy in the approach of the 
Thames. The court annexed a schedule of assumptions to 
its order so as to focus on the crucial issues of limitation 
and the underlying law, which provided the basis of the 
pilotage claim.

 

Lux is of the view that the synergy between mediation 
and arbitration may perhaps be the next step in the 
development of mediation. In 2014, Singapore launched 
the Singapore International Mediation Centre (SIMC). 
Working together with the Singapore International 
Arbitration Centre, the SIMC proposed a multi-tiered 
dispute resolution clause. In this instance, arbitration is 
started and the parties thereafter commit to mediation and 
the resulting settlement agreement goes back to arbitration 
and forms part of a consent order, which can then be 
enforced in terms of the New York Convention. The ICC 
Arbitration and ICC Mediation Rules have also been 
designed to create a synergy between the two forms of 
dispute resolution.  

In shipping, commercial disputes are often referred to 
arbitration instead of court. If mediation takes place during 
arbitration, this may be attractive to those parties who may 
not wish to abandon the well-known certainty that 
arbitration brings.  

Shipping disputes are among the most complex to 
resolve as they involve technical, legal, risk and commercial 
considerations. In light of the nature of shipping disputes, 
and the market conditions, solutions ought to be carefully 
crafted. Mediation provides the ultimate toolkit. If 
mediation is to thrive, the shipping market is ideally suited 
to its success. The courts agree that mediation must be 
explored; it  is up to practitioners and clients to do the rest 
at the genesis of shipping transactions.  
 
Updated  Fuel  Consumption  &  Emissions  
Monitoring  Software  Released  
 
Source: Eco Marine Power

 
23rd July 2016

 
 

Aquarius MAS on Blue Star Delos upgraded with new 
software which allows real-time reporting and logging of 
fuel consumption and emissions.

 As part of the ongoing Blue Star Delos Renewable Energy 
Innovation Project, Eco Marine Power (EMP) is pleased to 
announce that the Aquarius Management & Automation 
System (MAS) installed on Blue Star Delos has been 
updated with new fuel oil consumption (FOC) and 
emissions monitoring software.

 This updated software combined with the Aquarius 
MAS hardware allows for fuel consumption data from all 
flow meters on the ship to be displayed and logged in real-
time. In addition CO2, NOx and SOx emissions are 
calculated based on the fuel type being used. Data is logged 
every minute and via a connection to a dedicated GPS unit, 
the ships location and speed is displayed and logged.

 

A 
trip-meter is also available so that fuel consumption can be 
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monitored for a specific time period or voyage.

 

On Delos the fuel consumption and emissions 
monitoring software is part of an overall solution which 
also monitors the power output and status of the marine 
solar power system (including batteries) that was installed 
on the ship in 2014. Blue Star Delos is a high speed Ro-
Ro/Passenger ship owned and operated by Blue Star 
Ferries –

 
part of the Attica Group. Delos operates daily 

from Piraeus, Greece, and is an important transportation 
link to a number of Greek islands in the Aegean Sea.

 

Regarding this latest development, Mr. Myron Vergis, 
Director, Electrical & Electronic Department for the Attica 
Group said, “This is another important step forwards in our 
project with Eco Marine Power and we are pleased that 
Blue Star Ferries is once again a pioneer in bringing 
innovative solutions to the shipping sector”.

 

Greg Atkinson, Chief Technology Officer at Eco Marine 
Power, said “We are very appreciative of the co-operation 
and support we have received from Blue Star Ferries 
during the project on Delos. The company continues to 
demonstrate its commitment to embracing technologies 
that help make shipping more sustainable”. 

The fuel and emissions monitoring software was co-
developed in co-operation with KEI System Ltd., of Osaka, 
Japan. The updated software features will also be made 
available via a new hardware & software package – 

Aquarius MAS Compact.  
 

MISCELLANEOUS  
 

Navy Struggling To Recruit Submarine Crews... 
Because Sailors Can’t Use Facebook Underwater  

 
Source: Reuters  
27th July 2016 

 
Royal Navy recruiters are a having hard time finding 

young people to work on Britain’s submarines because 
nobody wants to be cut off from social media for up to 90 
days at a time. Days after Parliament voted to renew 
Britain’s continuous-at-sea-deterrent, a survey by research 
firm PA Consulting found the Navy is facing a huge 
recruitment crisis. Young people are reluctant to become 
submariners partly because it means being at sea for three 
months at a time without their smartphones or access to 
social media. Some crews on the Vanguard-class Trident 
submarines are having to sail three times a year because of 
the lack of recruits. The Royal Navy introduced Project 
Faraday

 
in a bid to encourage sailors to retrain as engineers 

capable of serving on submarines. But according to 
research by PA Consulting, the project is so far failing to 
deliver. “We have never seen such a situation as we are 
facing,” a senior officer on the Faraday project said. “There 
are recruits who want to serve in submarines, but they are 
getting harder to find and a massive challenge is keeping 
them in the Navy –

 
many serve a few years and leave. 

“Being a submariner is a way of life. You are locked away 
on a very important job but it is true you cannot get on 
your mobile phone and you cannot Facebook your friends.” 
The Ministry of Defense’s

 

internal watchdog, the Defense

 Nuclear Safety Regulator, warned of a shortfall of qualified 
engineers last month. Its annual report described the 
shortfall as “the principal threat to the delivery of nuclear 

safety. “One

 

serving submariner told the Daily Express the 
job isn’t attractive to young sailors. “We’re all being asked 
to do extra tours, and there’s a lot of frustration. “There are 
key skill gaps, but the real problem is that the service just 
isn’t attracting younger sailors. I suppose the Facebook 
generation just don’t want to be cut off for so long.” 

 
 

Going On A River Cruise Adventure
 

 

Source: The Sun Daily
 

29th
 
July 2016 

 
 

In Recent years, river cruises are fast becoming more 
popular than ocean cruises as a form of holiday travel. The 
rising number of Asian travellers signing

 
up for river 

cruises can attest to this. “It is very popular among Asians 
now, like in Singapore, Hong Kong, and certainly growing 
rapidly in the Philippines as well as Malaysia,” said The 
Travel Corporation Asia president Dr.

 
Robin Yap. Yap was 

in Kuala Lumpur recently with Holiday Tours & Travel 
managing director and chief executive officer Thomas 
Chong to officiate at a partnership agreement that marks 
Holiday Tours & Travel as the official retailer for Uniworld 
Boutique River Cruise Collection. Yap added: “[The 
market] for these countries are similar as people have 
travelled so much and they’re constantly looking for new 
places [and new things] to try.” Yap and Chong also gave 
further reasons why river cruises are fast becoming the 
choice of travel for Asians. If you have been on an ocean 
liner, usually catering from at least 3,000 to 5,000 
passengers, most travellers would dread the long wait when 
collecting their luggage or using the amenities. “On a river 
cruise, it is very different, as our River Beatrice carries 156 
people, and the River  Royale only 130 passengers …So you 
can imagine the space that you have, the time and 
flexibility for your accommodation, and [not having to] 
rush with everyone,” said Yap.  
 
Port Of Salalah Welcomes Largest Container  Ship 
In The World  
 
Source: Port of Salalah

 
29th

 
July 2016

 
 
Recently, the Port of Salalah

 
welcomed the World’s largest 

container vessel, the MSC Zoe. Commissioned in 2015, the 
MSC ZOE boasts an overall length of 395.4 meters and a 
maximum capacity of 19,224 containers and is the third in 
a series of the Megaships built by MSC. The Port of Salalah, 
a major regional gateway port and transshipment hub on 
the Arabian Sea, is one of a select number Ports globally 
that has the capability of handling ships as large as the 
MSC ZOE .This is yet another milestone for the Port of 
Salalah in 2016 and an indication on the overall trend in 
the global shipping market. International Shipping 
Companies are vying to create economies of scale by 
building larger vessels and deploying them on their major 
trade lanes. The Port of Salalah is uniquely fitted to receive 
these vessels with a strategic location on the East West 
Trade Lanes and World Class Container Terminal 
operations. 

 


